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1 Introduction 

In a world of increasingly scarce resources, researchers compete for funding, people, infra-

structure, promotions and publications. Acceptance rates of funding proposals are low, and 

conferences proclaim a low acceptance rate as an indicator for the quality of the event.  

To understand better the problem around funding proposals a few examples can be given: 

• “One-third (of grant makers) received fewer than 50 proposals; 38 percent of them 

funded at least half of the proposals.  

• 6 percent received more than 1,000 proposals each; 11 percent of them funded at 

least half of the proposals.  

• Overall, 35 percent funded 50 percent or more of the grant requests they received.  

• Corporate foundations receive a higher volume of proposals, compared to inde-

pendent and community foundations.  

• Foundations that reported giving of less than $1 million funded a larger share of 

their grant requests than foundations with giving of $10 million or more.” 

(Foundation Center 2005) 

 “2012, according to National Institute of health, the average rate was, depending on the 

type of funding, 19.3%, 16.8%, or 16.3% (NIH 2013), or “acceptance rate within the fi-

nancial year 2012-2013 was 34%” (EPSRC 2013). Receiving tenure is not an easy task 

either; since the 70’s to 2010, the proportion of tenured staff has decreased from 50% to 

21% (Carson, Bartneck and Voges 2013). Similar behavior can be seen all over OECD-

countries: the amount of positions and tenures are decreasing (Afonso 2013).  

For example, approximately three quarters of funding proposals are turned down (Geard 

and Noble 2010). Currently in academia, there is a rising concern about the high time-

usage for funding proposals. This does not concern the time of the applicant, but also the 

people and/or parties processing the application. On the other hand, the reason for funding 

process is to allocate the resources to researchers who are believed to give the best results 

with said resources and to prevent possibly unsuitable researchers from receiving those. 
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Conversely, researchers don’t have enough resources to produce research, because the time 

spent writing grant applications. In 2012, Australian researchers spent on estimate around 

550 years preparing 3727 proposals, which 21% were funded. This does not include time 

spent in administration or reviewing the proposals. This would mean roughly 66 million 

Australian dollars, whereas the total amount that was available was 459.2 dollars (Herbert, 

Coveney, et al. 2013), (NHMRC 2013). This lack of time reduces the time available for 

actual research while suffering from constant rejections, which affects the quality of re-

search. Meanwhile, researchers are measured against high expectations for their promo-

tions, which affect the researcher’s productivity and motivation to apply for future funding. 

In addition, the review systems in place to judge the proposals or publications create an 

enormous overhead. Senior researchers often spend more time writing funding proposals 

and reviewing papers than actually doing research. This thesis tries to understand what 

influences competitiveness has on the productivity of researchers and the quality of their 

work.  

To better understand this issue, as well as to possibly provide solutions, this thesis posits a 

model which analyzes the effect of these acceptance rates on productivity and alternatives 

how the grant system can allocate funding to research. 

A heuristic model for simulation purposes of the system is derived, to measure scientific 

output. This model is implemented in form of a stochastic simulation, and the model is 

validated by comparing the results from the model data with data gathered from real world. 

The final step is varying different factors of the model in order to find optimal resource 

distribution strategy. The model discussed herein would provide a decision and evaluating 

tool for grant-allocation scheme. 

Structure of the thesis 

A typical simulation modeling cycle begins from the definition of the problem and system 

identification, where the boundaries of the systems are defined, leading to conceptual mod-

el. After identification the model needs to be designed, and data collected. Now the im-

plementation of operational model can be done, which needs to be validated. After this 
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follows the experimentations whose results are analyzed with statistical methods (Page and 

Kreutzer 2005), (Tiihonen 2014).The thesis follows a similar structure. 

The next chapter identifies the key characteristics of the system on an abstract level, such 

as what kind of elements are there in the real-life model. In this chapter it is defined what 

information will be brought to conceptual model and what is excluded. 

The needed concepts related to simulation are introduced in third chapter. The simulation 

types are introduced and how to avoid typical potholes in them. The mathematical tools of 

the topic are reviewed, how to design an experiment, and finally how to make analytical 

results out of the experiment. 

The fourth and fifth chapters define a simulation model by means of connecting the entities 

and methods based upon their interaction and gathering data from related literature.  These 

answers to questions such as which factors we want to measure (choosing the dependent 

and independent factors), which factors we want to vary (the dependent factors), how the 

information from outside sources can be adapted to created model, and how the model cor-

relates with the previous data. The fourth chapter presents all the data of the system and 

compounds that are used in model. The fifth chapter ties compounds together with mecha-

nisms. 

The sixth chapter is dedicated for the simulation experiments and their results. In this chap-

ter the concrete functions, variables, number and length of experiments, and scenarios will 

get their actual values. Before any experiments the system is calibrated. A handful of test 

runs are made for the system by means of choosing different dependent factors and how 

they reflect to literature shown in real-world model. In a way, the virtual model is observed 

from different angles to make it imitate more the actual observed model. 

In chapter seven the experiments are done, with means of factorial design. In this chapter 

the factors of the simulated system will receive their exact values. 

The last chapter, eight presents a response surface model for the dependent and independ-

ent factors we chose for experiment, presenting optimal levels for the dependent factors, 
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results. After this follows the discussion part; are the results plausible enough and what 

could make them more accurate. 
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2 Characteristics of academia 

To determine what kind of role grant allocation system actually plays in the production of 

research it is needed to examine what happens between funding of research and the pro-

duced research. By so it is possible to understand how resources allocated for research 

could provide higher quality and quantity of research. The risen concerns needs to be ex-

amined in order to determine the actual system and determine the key characteristics what 

could be implemented into the model. Elements which lie between these two ends are pre-

sented in this chapter. Starting from the end, quality of research can be measured in many 

ways, but always research needs to be made. Research is made by researchers often work-

ing in academia whose accomplishments are measured in various ways. This chapter ex-

plains, for the purpose of our modeling, what research is, who is doing it, and how it is 

done. 

Research is “Creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the stock 

of knowledge, including knowledge of man, culture and society, and the use of this stock of 

knowledge to devise new applications” (OECD 2002). Research is used to create new theo-

rems, solve problems, or to prove and examine previous theories and hypotheses. In this 

thesis we don’t make a difference between the types of research, but simply state research 

as an entity which needs inputs to provide outputs. Inputs can be considered as resources 

and the people using these resources, researchers. Research produces latent artifacts, which 

are commonly called as scientific output. 

Measuring the success of academic research organization is typically done through amount 

and quality of research. It can also be done by examining other indicators, such as patents, 

monetary value, founded companies, and amount of graduates. History has a particularly 

rigorous way of revealing the value of different scientific theories and efforts. Good sci-

ence leads to novel ideas and changes the way we interpret physical phenomena and the 

world around us. Good science influences the direction of science itself, and the develop-

ment of new technologies and social policies. Poor science leads to dead ends, either be-

cause it fails to advance understanding in useful ways or because it contains important er-
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rors (Kreiman and Maunsell 2011). This thesis concentrates on one area, which is the sci-

entific impact of academic organization. 

Many measures of scientific output have been devised or discussed (Hirsch 2005). Because 

most scientific output takes the form of publication in peer-reviewed journals, these 

measures focus on articles and citations. 

2.1 Publications 

Scientific literature is normally divided in to four groups: Primary, secondary, tertiary and 

grey literature. Primary literature refers to a research which has been published in peer-

reviewed scientific journals or conferences.  The difference of secondary literature is that 

the authors can be summarizing the work of other authors. Tertiary literature has a differ-

ent audience, meaning it is aimed at people who have an interest about the research, not 

being professionals of that field. Grey literature does not mean that the information is not 

valid or scientifically correct, but the means of distribution is limited (Schembri 2007) and 

is not necessarily published via journals. In general, primary and secondary literatures are 

the measured publications in academia. Scientific literature can include following kinds of 

publications: 

• Scientific articles published in scientific journals 

• Patents 

• Books 

• Edited Volumes 

• Presentations at academic conferences 

• Publications on the World Wide Web 

• Technical reports, pamphlets and working papers 

• Blogs and science forums 

The research that has been done is explained in scientific publication, and its impact is 

measured by how well the particular research has been received among the society of sci-

ence. Publications are evaluated how often they are cited among other publications, mak-
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ing it a symbiotic, self-feeding cycle. In this way science evaluates itself again, in theory. 

Reality reveals quite different examples. (Economist 2013)  The publications are more 

likely to be cited if they are gone through peer-review process hence considered as a pri-

mary and secondary literature. 

In academia peer-review is often used to determine academic paper’s (or other type of pub-

lication) suitability for publication. The most typical way to get paper published in journals 

is to get it approved on peer-review process. This is not the only way, since there are other 

open boards where anyone can submit their publications (such as arXiv.org). This work 

focuses on primary and secondary papers which are published. This can be publications 

such as articles, monographs, summarizing work and reviews. 

2.2 Researcher 

So who is doing research? There is no law on research who is eligible to do it, and how it 

should be done. Around two-thirds of research and development in scientific and technical 

fields is carried out by industries, and 20% and 10% respectively by universities and gov-

ernment (OECD 2002). However, currently, among private companies, the academia (uni-

versities etc.) plays a key role in doing research and it is very common from industry to 

order research from universities since the knowhow is often there. Also the governments 

and private sector tend to play big role when funding universities (Koelman and Venniker 

2011). Government-funded research can either be carried out by the government itself, or 

through grants to academic research units outside government. In this study we focus on 

academia. 

As mentioned in the research problem section, researchers are expecting resources from 

the same scarce pool of resources. Researchers often face setbacks with funding and the 

results and the quality of their produced research. This can cause frustration, and decrease 

in motivation. It is also mentioned that academics often have to make the decision whether 

they decide to apply for funding or not. When applying, it can be a time consuming pro-

cess. The modeled characteristics of researchers are factors such as position, time usage, 
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motivation and other personal traits which are connected to quality of produced scientific 

output. 

It is very common for researcher in academia that they apply for private funding. When 

reached a certain position, the researchers are not completely dependent on funding they 

have to apply, but they have a contract which is either fixed or permanent and have a base 

resource income. This is often dependent on position, having tenure, and country.  The 

funding has often been separated in two, where the research institutes and research projects 

are funded separately (Koelman and Venniker 2011). 

2.3 Research organization 

Since in the thesis the focus is in academia, other producers of the scientific output are 

excluded from the study. The scientific output is produced by academics (or researchers) 

who work in academia. Since academia is the community of students and scholars engaged 

in education and research, there are many different positions which can be considered as 

working in academia but not necessarily among research, such as a student, a teacher, or 

general staff of the university. 

Researchers work in different positions. The types of positions differ from country to coun-

try, but after graduating from university typical approach are doing a Ph.D. first, and after 

this doctor can approach towards teaching and research. Typically after this there will be a 

post-doctoral period. The final phase can be considered as professor rank. This professor 

rank is normally divided into multiple different positions. Academics can be on different 

positions with different contracts and funding, and the might or might not participate to 

producing scientific output. 

2.4 Funding 

The original examined system, funding process of a research community, is a complex 

process with multiple stakeholders. The resources are coming from multiple sources, and 

this depends on which university or research organization currently surveyed. Private cor-
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porations are an important source for academic research funding. The funding occurs when 

government or companies releases their funding calls, companies or such have a need for 

researchers, among others. The researchers apply for grants by writing applications, and 

grant providers evaluate applications and provide the resources for researchers they expect 

to carry out the job the best. 

However, the reality of grant process is more profound. Usually applicant needs to com-

pete with other similar researchers while there exists different kind of grants for different 

ladders of researcher’s career. The researcher needs to sell their ideas to reviewers, by bal-

ancing between clarity and depth. Often this means using collaborators and consultants to 

strengthen the application. If the researcher does not have the required professionalism 

often the collaborators (professors) need to ensure the grant funder that researcher has the 

sufficient assistance for research project. (Yang 2005). Continuously decreasing success 

rates for grants, in 2012 and 2013 rates fell from 20.5% to 16.9% and heaviness of the 

grant system have been causing a lot of dissatisfaction which has been leading to trying to 

find alternatives for current grant system. One suggestion is use a formula (Barnett, 

Herbert and Graves 2013) where department would receive the grants as a function of 

number of degrees, publications, and support from other agencies and industry. 

When researcher applies for funding, it is not obvious that one will receive it. There exists 

only a limited amount of resources in the same pool of resources, and multiple researchers 

apply for the same resources. In order to receive funding researcher has to write a funding 

proposal and meet the requirements assigned by the funder. To write a funding proposal 

takes a lot of time, and it is not obvious even then that the resources will be received since 

there are other researchers competing from the same resources. So at the end of the day it 

is funder’s decision. The reason of existence of the system is that the allocated resources 

go to right researchers and who are capable for providing greatest amount of scientific out-

put (Koelman and Venniker 2011). 
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2.5 Research problem 

The current resource allocation system should be evaluated to determine whether it is pos-

sible to find alternative, more effective way to distribute the resources for academia. This 

is the underlying motivation to validate simulation as a decision-making tool. In other 

words, how the funding problem can be examined by the means of the simulation and how 

strong conclusion can be drawn from the simulated model. 

The proposal-evaluation-grant system is operated by the same resource pool that could be 

allocated to research instead. The reduction of the resources from grant application system 

would lead to less administration but a decrease efficiency in resource allocation, meaning 

that the resources are less probable to go to right persons. On the other hand, when too 

many resources are assigned for surveillance, the less resources there are for the actual 

research. Also, the resources that are allocated to research could be allocated more effec-

tively between the researchers within the population. The key for this current study is the 

limited resources for doing research, since this is the case also in real life. This will be ze-

ro-sum game, so the amount of resources will always be the same compared to population. 

These two clauses, grant processing time and distribution within population, (attributes) 

are mirrored against scientific output; by making changes in resource allocation scientific 

output is monitored for optimal output. This leads to result in to which direction the re-

search funding process distribution should be improved. 

The study uses social simulation to model the research environment. In order to create a 

simulation, the system needs to be evaluated and translated into more formal, simplified 

form (and eventually into a computer-understandable form). 

Now the generated model itself can be validated; how trustworthy are the results, what are 

the weakest parts of the model, and from which variables the model is the most dependent 

on. Achieved results are validated against the trustworthiness of the model, and conclu-

sions are given about using social simulation as a tool in this type of problem-solving. It is 

practically impossible to conduct experiments on allocation strategies in real life. Simula-
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tion can be a tool for experimenting and observing the consequences that otherwise would 

take a significant amount of time. 
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3 Model design 

In this chapter the focus is on identification and to answer what kind of system is modeled 

in this case (present the entities, submodels, and the literature sources to fit the instances 

together), and what kind of data there is to be observed. In other words, this chapter pre-

sents what is supposed to be simulated. 

3.1 Background for system analysis 

A system is defined as a group of objects that are joined together in some regular interac-

tion toward the accomplishment of some purpose. System can be considered as an ob-

served subset of reality. System is imitated by a model, and using the model a simulation is 

created to represent the system (Banks, Carson, et al. 2010). 

Model is a representation of actual system. Model should be complex enough to answer the 

questions raised (in this case research questions), but not too complex. Model does never 

fully explain the actual system, but is a simplification of a real world system (Banks, 

Carson, et al. 2010). 

In simulation model, various concepts can be identified that are necessary for functional 

simulation. An element (or entity, object) represents an object that requires explicit defini-

tion. Entities are system components in the system. They communicate with other entities, 

request resources and so on. Attributes are variables storing an entity’s state, and parame-

ters are the values assigned for variable. Attributes of interest in one investigation may not 

be of interest in another investigation (Page and Kreutzer 2005). Depending on a view, 

variables have different names.  

For example, researcher is an entity, its attributes are skill, years in academia, frustration, 

and parameter is when years in academia is set to “25”. A behavioral relationship connects 

elements and attributes together as a system structure. 
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Figure 1: Terminology of the system 

 

Simulated models consist from three parts: input, output and functional model. Models can 

be categorized into different ways:  

• Concrete vs. Abstract model (miniature vs. computer model) 

• Deterministic vs. stochastic model (known vs. randomized data) 

• Analytical vs. numerical model (formula vs. approximate) 

• Continuous vs. discrete (infinite vs. finite number of states and changes) 

(Tiihonen 2014) 

Models are also categorized by their purpose. Explanatory model aims to show why and 

how the system works as it does, predicative tries to predict the probability of an outcome. 

Design model is based on analysis and architectural requirements of the system. Optimiza-

tion model is used to find the best possible choice out of a set of alternatives (Page and 

Kreutzer 2005), which is used in this thesis. 
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Figure 2: User view of the modeled system 

3.2 Entities and attributes 

Heuristic model is created according to all the entities mentioned in chapter two and attrib-

utes of them are presented. The exact values for attributes are left out, but the dependencies 

which are mentioned among the way. In order to measure the scientific output against re-

source allocation and effectiveness of the evaluation process, the mechanisms between 

them needs to be identified and implemented. In the beginning, the simulating system can 

be referred as “Black box” (Figure 3), where input and output are known but the inner lo-

gistics, for now, stay unknown. 

 

Figure 3: input (grants) and output (Scientific output) of the simulated system 
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The unknown black box determines how the grant funds turn eventually into measurable 

scientific output. The comparison is done by making changes into resource distribution, 

and the scientific outputs of the data points are compared. The important elements (or enti-

ties) that need to be presents between input and output (or parameter and response) are 

publications, publications providing researcher population and the resources that keep the 

population running. These elements need various mechanisms to imitate the system. 

• Since scientific output is to be measured, the researcher entity provides measurable 

artifacts. Hence the research and publication mechanisms need to be present. 

• Research population consists of unique researchers, decision making agents. 

• Positions of the researchers within organization are not vital, but it makes the sys-

tems structure and dynamics accurate since it is connected frustration, and eventu-

ally to leaving decision. 

• A mechanism where researchers sacrifice resources for receiving more (or any) re-

sources. Researchers have a certain expectation for the resources they might receive 

which can lead to increase or decrease on frustration. This is generally a grant writ-

ing process, followed by its consequences. 

• To make a difference in quality of publication, a publication process where the pub-

lications are treated differently depending by who and how they were written. In 

examined original system this is often done by peer-review process, which is left 

out from this study. 

The model can be transferred into a simulated system, and the results of the simulation are 

presented in response surface model, where the response is the scientific output and ex-

planatory variables are distribution of resources and noise between the grant-providing 

party and resources allocated for research. 

3.3 System identification 

In order to determine what lies between the affecting parameters and the response, the ex-

amining of the model begins from how the scientific output is determined from research, 

and what fuels the research and its environment. 
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3.3.1 Scientific output production 

In order to measure impact of scientific output, the artifacts of research needs to be deter-

mined. Measuring a scientific output includes a broad range of approaches, such as total 

number of citations and journal impact factors (Garfield 2006). Also scientific output can 

be page ranks, article download statistics, and comments using social (Mandavilli 2011). 

The disadvantage of just measuring the number of papers it does not measure the im-

portance of the paper. With total number of citations the disadvantage is that the scientific 

output can be inflated by a small number of really good papers (Hirsch 2005). But then 

again, does this make researcher worse if the quality between publications varies since it is 

up to citers to choose which source to use. Other ways to measure scientific output can be 

such as citations per paper (problem is that researcher cannot produce any bad papers to 

keep the productivity high), number of significant papers (favors and disfavors researchers, 

depending on the case) and number of citations to each of the q most-cited papers (lacks a 

single indicator of the quality (Hirsch 2005).  J. E. Hirsch proposes a h-index to characterize 

the scientific output of the researcher by calculating citations and papers, and also time used 

for those. Study (Franceschet 2009) presented 13 different bibliometric indicators to meas-

ure scholar performance. These indicators can be divided into three groups: Paper-, cita-

tion-, and hybrid based metrics and some of mentioned above are included. For the sake of 

simplicity of the implementation, the quality of the research is measured only by the 

amount of citations. This is not the best way to measure it, but it loosely takes heed to 

amount of publications so the quantitative and qualitative measurements are present 

(Kreiman and Maunsell 2011). 

Impact measures, such as citation counts, allow one to find out where and how often an 

article is cited. This provides an estimation of the importance of an article. Citation statis-

tics are widely used for the allocation of funds, promotion, tenure decisions and determin-

ing research influence. Typically it takes two to five years to produce meaningful measura-

ble citations counts but from journal impact factors it is possible to draw conclusions in 

shorter period of time (Boyack and Börner 2003), (Franceschet 2009). 
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The scientific output is a function of work and skill. Now that the scientific output is creat-

ed by papers and their citations next step is to present how the papers and citations are 

formed. Publication has a method and attributes to create citations, which is affected by the 

personal traits of a researcher and the researchers citing the paper. Paper can be considered 

as one entity wrapped inside a publishing mechanism. 

For a mechanisms to count citations of a single paper as a function of time, (Wang, Song 

and Barabási 2013), presents a formula for probability how the citations are formed over 

the time. The formula is presented more accurately on latter chapter but for now it is only 

necessary to know that it is dependent on personal attributes of the researcher. However, 

the formula doesn’t pay attention to non-personal attributes such as how other researchers 

receive the paper, how it is distributed and reviewed. 

3.3.2 Career of academic 

The staffs of the universities are not equal, but the position within organization is depend-

ent on seniority and merits during the career. According to University of Canterbury HR, 

academic career starts from Lecturer position (But the US term Assistant professor from 

here on). 

Every rank is divided into steps, and one step means one year. However, before moving to 

next rank the steps can be skipped by applying for promotion (Canterbury University HR 

2013). 

 

Table 1: Ranks compared between countries 

Ranks	  in	  US Ranks	  in	  NZ Ranks	  in	  Finland Av.	  years	  in	  position

PhD.	  Student PhD.	  Student PhD.	  Student 4

Post-‐doctoral	  researcher Post-‐doctoral	  researcher Post-‐doctoral	  researcher 4

Assistant	  professor Lecturer University	  researcher 6

Associate	  professor Senior	  Lecturer Adjunct	  Professor 8

Professor Associate	  Professor Professor 4

“named”	  Chair Professor Professor 7
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First step is to come up with a solution how the population is distributed between positions 

within organization. This really depends on the country that is to be examined. The titles 

can be different as well as the structure. Some academic organizations have four different 

positions, some can have almost ten. Some positions are meant for researchers, others can 

be for teachers only. In the system created, a simplified model of US model ranks is used. 

The chair-rank is taken out and combined with professor. Also, the levels before post-

doctoral rank are taken out. Undergraduate students leave are left out because their small 

contribution to scientific output. PhD students are left out (for simplicity, even though their 

contribution can be seen through grant-received researchers) as well mainly because the 

used data does not show accurate figures from this position, and because this is thought as 

a part of training for actual research positions. This leaves us with 4 different positions 

with a doctoral degree: Post-doc, assistant professor, associate professor and full professor. 

Data (Canterbury University HR 2013) does not include the information about post-docs so 

the estimated values are used. The assumptions are that post-docs mostly do research and 

apply for grants. 

In Australia, unlike the United States, but similar to Britain and New Zealand, the academ-

ic hierarchy has distributed as follows. In 1983,  

• 9.3% of university teaching and research staff were professors,  

• 12.3% were associate professors/readers,  

• 32.1% were senior lecturers,  

• 22.5% were lecturers,  

• 6.0% were principal tutors, senior tutors/demonstrators.  

The remaining 17.8% were tutors/demonstrators on contract who cannot compete in the 

promotion stakes (Moses 1986). 

In New Zealand, (Canterbury University HR 2013) the distribution was in 2013 as follows: 
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Table 2: Distribution between positions 

The features that both sources have in common are that the shape of the organization is like 

Grecian urn, where senior lecturers are the largest group. There is also evidence (Jones 

2013) that in computer science field the amount of post-docs is vastly larger. The assump-

tion is that those positions prosper well where the grants are directed. 

In order to get promoted, academic needs to fulfill certain traits before he/she is eligible for 

a higher position. Researcher is eligible to apply for promotion after a certain amount of 

years and a proven track record. In the 1990’s, Ph.D. was gained at age of 31 and the first 

professorship was gained at the age of 43.9, on average. Part-time positions have been 

slightly increasing after year 2000, now reaching over 40% of the positions. Full-time ten-

ured positions have been reducing at the same rate, plateauing to 17%. Full-time tenure-

track positions (Which means, they will receive a tenure once it is possible) have been also 

decreasing, approaching to 15%, while Full-time non-tenure-track positions have been 

plateauing around 15% for years (Curtis and Thornton 2013). 

It needs to be also examined whether the size of the organization has a relative correlation 

to scientific output. Study (University Alliance 2011) states about the dependency between 

organization size and its performance as follows: 

”There is no continuous relationship between research unit size and performance in 

RAE2008. Among smaller research units there may be a significant positive correlation 

between size and performance but above a certain threshold no further improvement is 

evident. It is also apparent that there are small and median-sized units which perform as 

well as, and in some cases better than, the largest units. There is no evidence that funding 

on the basis of scale would improve overall performance.” 

Position Amount Percentage
Full	  professor 28 22	  %
Senior	  lecturer 54 43	  %

Lecturers 22 17	  %
post-‐doc 22 17	  %

Total 126 100	  %
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Finally, what is the cause for researcher to leave the research organization, or, the whole 

academia? One study (Johnsrud ja Rosser 2002) found that there are many reasons, such as 

salary, integration, communication and centralization. Opportunity is also one reason that 

affects psychological factors such as job satisfaction, morale and commitment. Either gen-

der or ethnicity does not explain changes in morale. Study (Barnes, Agago and Coombs 

1998) presents similar factors as study mentioned above, but comes down to two important 

predictors; frustration due to time commitments and lack of a sense of community. Espe-

cially researchers who haven’t gained tenure are quite likely to leave research organization, 

if they have received offers elsewhere. From all the factors previously mentioned this study 

condensates the behavior to one factor, frustration which is dependent on a handful of pre-

dictors, Salary and recognition gained through promotions and citations. Retirement age 

varies greatly, and many professors tend to continue their career years after even they have 

the possibility for retirement. 

To join the academia there are various reasons which are left out from this study. The trend 

is that there exist fewer possibilities to have a career in academia than there are students 

willing to have a career within academia. 

3.3.3 Attributes of a researcher 

There have been various studies which try to define the factors that affect to the research-

er’s ability to provide research results. Gender, age, education, rank of the university, tal-

ent, luck, effort, tenure, rank, and seniority in rank are also mentioned attributes 

(Kelchtermans and Veugelers 2005). If further examination is wanted there are plenty of 

personal features, such as courage, intelligence, writing skill, charisma, social contacts and 

determination and so on. Ingrid Moses has made research about rewarding academic staff 

and motivation. She mentions that Maslow’s hierarchy of needs also applies here, safety 

(having a tenure etc.) increases motivation. Also, sense of achievement such as recognition 

for teaching, promotions, to supervise, give papers and applied grant increase motivation. 

And vice versa, lack of these recognitions is causing demotivation (Day 2011). There is 

also introduced one possible factor, endurance. This indicates how much negative feedback 

researcher can tolerate without it affecting to their motivation. 
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The study “Modeling academic research funding as a resource allocation problem” (Geard 

and Noble 2010) presents a model where they define a few attributes such as research skill 

R which is distributed uniformly between 0 and 1. There is also attribute G which increases 

researchers scientific output if grant awarded. Researchers also have an attribute called 

effort. If they apply for a grant, this application time is taken away from actual research 

time. A few assumptions are also made: The quality of researcher’s application correlates 

with his/hers research skill. However, researcher can compensate lower research skill with 

using more time for application, and there is a diminishing returns on time invested. Also, 

the funding decision is not accurate, hence there is a noise factor allocated. 

It is also very common for university staff to teach. This leads to natural question whether 

there is a correlation between research and teaching, if the teaching provides additional 

boost to research, which is not the case (Hattie and Marsh 1996). Of course, teaching time 

reduces the time for research time and vice-versa. 

There is a small correlation between gender and publications, in general females tend to 

publish less at the beginning of their career compared to males but this reverses later on 

(Kelchtermans and Veugelers 2005). Also, there is a quadratic relationship between age 

and number of publications. Luck can be considered as random, not ordinary behavior 

which is favorable (or for bad luck, unfavorable) for entity. Hence the simulation needs 

contain to stochastical elements. These random values producing elements can be consid-

ered as “luck” and chance. 

Tenure-centered attributes are also clearly involved into scientific output: People with 

higher position tend to have higher scientific output. This is also connected to time since 

study shows (Link, Swann and Bozeman 2008) that the fewer researchers have time for 

actual research when they advance in their career. However, they’ll get their name into 

more publications because of supervising role. 

For the model it is wise to recognize all the attributes, but to choose from only a handful of 

well-defined attributes for the model. In the literature common mentioned factors for re-

searchers are the following: 
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• personal properties (talent, skill, intelligence) 

• career-centered attributes (tenure, seniority) 

• effort (motivation, determination)  

• time (available in total, used for applying, used for research, used for teaching) 

Also it should be said that writing the application is actually doing research and is helping 

later with research, so it is not just time wasted, assuming that the application has been 

approved. 

Motivation has also other consequences but just lowering the productivity. The study 

(Barnes, Agago and Coombs 1998) presents one criterion variable, Intent to leave academ-

ia, which is dependent on four predictor variables, the stressors (reward and recognition, 

time commitment, influence and student interaction), and from two moderator variables 

(Interest in discipline and sense of community). They showed that there is a positive corre-

lation between stress and intention to leave academia. From the four stressors, time com-

mitment had the strongest correlation for intention to leave the academia. 

These mentioned four types of attributes that affect to researchers performance; personal 

properties, seniority, motivation and time need a submodel how they are formed. Personal 

properties don’t really need a separate submodel because they’re considered as constant 

variables from the beginning of the career. Of course, skills are gained during the career 

but the capability to learn and produce is fixed at least for the simplicity. Also for motiva-

tion, researchers reach differently to setbacks and successes. Hence a heuristic model needs 

where some actions raise motivation and others lower it. A general model for motivational 

factors is presented later in this chapter. 

3.3.4 Grant allocation 

To get the idea in what kind of environment academics often work it is needed to dig deep-

er the fundamentals of the frustration factors, such as what are the non-personal character-

istics that help to survive in the competitive environment. 
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In England, Economic & Social Research Council (ESRC) has faced an incline of applica-

tions of 33% between years 2006 to 2010 (from 2,000 to 2,800) which is a good thing for 

science. Unfortunately, the budget of ESRC has not kept pace with the rapid increase in 

applications. ESRC receives more applications every year while the budget does not keep 

in the same pace. This means that within the same time period the success rates of grants 

have declined from 26 per cent to 12 per cent, on average (ESRC 2010). 

The Large Grants Scheme of the Australian Research Council (ARC) is generally regarded 

as a most prestigious source of research funding for Australian academics. They state the 

success rates for grants hovers around 22 per cent (Bazeley 2003). Among ARC, The me-

dian age for grant applicants was 40-49 years. Younger applicants (< 40 years) who ap-

plied solo or first named researcher tended to be less successful than those who were older, 

but younger researchers in overall were not disadvantaged. However, grant applications 

with a young researcher as second or third named investigator were at least as successful. 

Male researchers receive more grants in general, but it is more because lack of seniority 

within female researchers than the gender itself (Bazeley 2003). This indicates that there is 

no significant difference either in age or gender.  

Only 7 out of 174 successful ARC applicants did not have a PhD or greater qualification. It 

is fair to assume in the model that only research with PhD qualification or greater is exam-

ined. 

Receiving a grant is dependent on the University that researcher is representing, as well as 

it is dependent on academic status; having a research-only position had a strong relation-

ship to success in winning in funding. Research fellows and readers are more likely also to 

be successful on average than teaching and research academics at an equivalent level 

(Bazeley 2003). 

Combining full-time researchers and university professors in labs tend to preserve incen-

tives. Size of the labs, the individual promotions, and the role of non-permanent research-

ers and of non-researchers are also underlined (Carayol and Matt 2004). 

There exists a correlation between previous received grants and grants yet to be received; 

Researchers who received grants before are way more likely to receive (Only 4.1% of 
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funded researchers/teams had not had any funding during the previous three years for any 

projects) grants than those who did not receive any. When it comes to publications, suc-

cessful ARC applicants have been solo or first authors for more books, articles and chap-

ters than unsuccessful ones (5.31 vs. 2.73 relevant publications within 5 years, respectively 

(Bazeley 2003). It is also mentioned that validation of applications is considered as one 

task of being a professor. 

The time usage for grant writing is a tradeoff between teaching, research, service and other 

general tasks within academia. This all is dependent on the position, and whether the per-

sonnel have tenure. The differences in time allocations between researchers are shown in 

table 3 (Link, Swann and Bozeman 2008). The table 3 indicates to averages, naturally the 

grants are for different periods of time. 

 

 

Table 3: Time allocation of researchers 

 

By using these presented values it is possible to come up with a submodel where the time 

used for research and grant writing are connected to scientific output. 

3.3.5 Validation of research 

Before the publications (or whatever measuring parameters are used) can be considered as 

scientific output, they typically need to go through a validating process. This chapter fo-

cuses on peer-review process, since that is the main channel within academia. It is notable 

that the validation of research and validation of the grant allocation are using similar 

mechanisms. In the model the validation is not implemented but treats everyone equally. 

Mean	  fraction	  of	  time Total Teaching Research Grant	  writingService
Assistant	  professor 100	  % 32	  % 40	  % 12	  % 17	  %
Associate	  professor 100	  % 35	  % 35	  % 8	  % 23	  %

Full	  professor 100	  % 30	  % 35	  % 7	  % 28	  %
All	  assistant	  professors	  are	  untenured,	  rest	  hold	  tenure

Sample	  size	  =	  1365,	  population	  size	  33,813
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The basic idea of peer-review process is that researcher’s publication goes through a re-

viewing process, where one (or more) experts of the field go through the paper and evalu-

ate its quality. If the quality requirements are not met, the publication is returned with 

comments so researcher can make the decision to improve the publication and to try again 

or not. The actual review process works so that the publication goes through different steps 

where it is validated. Figure 4 below shows Elsevier’s example. 
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Figure 4: Example of Peer-review process flowchart (Elsevier) 

 

There are a few common methods for reviewing, such as single and double blind review, 

and open review. In the first mentioned the author does not know the identity of the re-

viewer, and in double blind review both are unknown to each other. Open review means 

that the identities of reviewer and author are known to each other. 
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Peer reviews are often the method which affects to papers, promotions, grants and recogni-

tion within academia. There has been a lot of debate of the consistency of the peer-review. 

Two different peers can have completely different view for paper. Fictive paper which con-

tained errors made on purpose was sent for reviews. “78% were returned.  59% of those 

were rejections, 33.5% revisions and 7.5% acceptances. Even so, even the rejective ones 

didn’t find all the errors on the papers. The conclusions of the paper were not supported by 

the results, and 68% of the reviewers failed to see this (Baxt, et al. 1998). Study (Peters 

and Ceci 1982) revealed that already published research articles, with slight changes, were 

resubmitted to the same journals, and only three out of 38 detected resubmission. 

Not only unreliable, but there are also costs in Peer review system: “The average cost per 

manuscript for salary and fees only, excluding overheads – infrastructure, systems etc., 

was 250 US dollars per paper (…) other source states that expenses for publication in two 

OA journals peg costs at around 300 US dollars. (…) The more editing and selective work 

is done the more expensive the process becomes (Andersson 2013). 

The cost of peer-review per paper estimated for British Medical Journal was around 100 

British pounds, whereas paper that got published straight was around 1 000 pounds. It has 

been also proposed that authors would pay for peer review. There is also evidence that 

there exists bias against woman and less known institutions (Smith 2006). 

3.4 General functionality of the entities 

Now that the system and its characteristics (with some numerical values for latter experi-

mental use) have been introduced, general functionality of the model can be generated. The 

process is iterative, so it can be considered as simultaneous, interactive loops (figure 5). 
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Figure 5: A general activity diagram of a researcher 

 

In reality, research happens all the time while grants, promotions and publications occur 

within undefined periods of time. To move between positions, researchers need to fulfill a 

certain demands in order to get promoted, and when staying long enough in the same posi-

tion frustration also grows more rapidly. Promotions should follow the guidelines of organ-

ization structure, so they can only happen if there is position available on the next ladder. 

The occurrence of citations does not happen overnight but over the time so the impact of 

publications depends on the period of time. Figure 5 in previous chapter explains the pro-

cess of publications. A stripped version is used in the model. 

The production of publications is increased from motivation increasing events, such as 

promotions, received grants, accepted publications etc. These events are self-feeding sys-
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tem since promoted researchers are more likely to be more active researchers on publish-

ing. 

The scientific output of a researcher is measured, and if there are positions available and 

enough evidence for promotion this happens. However, there is always a small possibility 

for resignation every year. Figure 6 below explains how the promotion process is running 

in this case. When certain changes occur in the system, the event might trigger changes in 

the organization structure.  When occurred, more might follow. 

 

Figure 6: Activity diagram from research organization perspective 

 

Academics perform research, and there are different kinds of grants available. If an aca-

demic decides to apply for grant, he consumes time for application writing. This applica-

tion is either accepted or rejected, depending on if the need and demand meets. Negative 

grant decision lowers morale which leads to less publications, and, eventually, to resigna-

tion. Grants can be for different periods of time, and during that time researcher can focus 

on research and/or apply for upcoming grants. 
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Figure 7: Activity diagram from grant provider’s perspective 

3.4.1 Researcher 

Researcher entity contains many quantitative factors which personalize its behavior. Some 

attributes are defined in the creation of the entity, and some of them vary over the time. 

Research skill  

Researcher has an attribute skill. Research skill determines how good papers are published, 

and how likely grants are received. This is assigned in a same manner as intelligence quo-

tient, IQ, which is normally distributed. However, since it is assumed that the schooling 

system is working on at least in some level, the assumption is that the lowest percentiles 

are not counted to this population. 

Applying skill 

A study (Day 2011) states that high research skill does not necessarily indicate good per-

formance in publishing. This factor determines how well researcher applies to grants. It is 
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completely independent on research skill, and they together affect how likely it is for re-

searcher to receive a grant. It is assigned in same manner as research skill. 

Frustration 

Frustration is affected by many other methods, including promotions, grant decisions, 

promotions etc. Generally, frustrated researchers produce fewer papers (Day 2011). Even-

tually researcher leaves the organization when trigger value has been reached. In reality 

would not mean the researcher leaves academia, but just the currently observed organiza-

tion. However in the simulation researcher, as entity, disappears from the observed system. 

As the research artifacts of one organization are measured, a closed system is examined. 

This means frustrated researchers can leave to other research organizations too, but this is 

not observed in simulation. 

Years in academia 

Every step in simulation is considered a “year”, and this indicates how many steps re-

searcher has been around. This value is used in retiring, and promotions can’t be achieved 

until a certain amount of years in research.  

Productivity 

Productivity tries to imitate situation where the researcher responds to the latest year’s 

event of resources allocation, and also to event history of previous years of resources allo-

cation and promotions. Productivity is dependent on two factors, called commitment and 

monetary productivity, which are summed up hence creating productivity. Commitment is 

dependent on the current frustration and resources productivity depends on received re-

sources on last grant round. Resources productivity compares resources needed to be effec-

tive (explained below) and received resources. If the expected amount of resources is not 

reached, productivity is lowered, and if exceeded, productivity grows. 

Resources needed to be effective 

To control the frustration the researchers needs to have an expectation how their usage of 

time for grants is made up for them. This parameter indicates how much resources re-
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searcher expects to receive. This model is hypothetical, and it is assumed that researchers 

on lower positions are more dependent on grants than the researchers who have already 

tenure. The logic behind this is that in the lower positions researchers are more dependent 

on outside funding than on the top. 

3.4.2 Grant 

The purpose of funding entity is to provide resources for researcher entity. In order to 

avoid frustration and increase productivity, researcher needs to receive funding. The re-

source distribution follows a pattern where a resources pool (attribute amount of funding) 

is defined. From this pool, some of the resources are distributed between researchers as a 

base funding. The resources that are not set as base funding are the ones researchers have 

to apply for. From these resources a part is defined for grant system administration. All of 

these three attributes, amount of resources, base funding and level of administration are 

defined by user. 

Amount of funding 

When running the simulation, user can define the level how much funding will be allocated 

to the system. Of course the scarceness depends on the size of the population. The basic 

idea is that there is not enough funding for the whole population, as in real life. Funding 

can be considered as a fuel for researcher to keep the productivity high. The resources 

needed to be effective attribute defines how much more time the researcher will receive 

with positive funding decision. 

3.4.3 Paper 

The paper-entity provides citations. Because citations of the paper occur as a function of 

time, that is one parameter for the entity. The quality of the paper is also dependent on who 

wrote (skill) it and how much time has been used for production. Citations are a single 

number which is measured in response surface against the two independent factors, re-

source distribution and resources to evaluation system. The next chapter subchapter pre-
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sents the formal model how the citations are formed depending on the attributes of other 

entities. 

3.5 Formal presentation of the model 

 

Because model contains numerical procedures it has a closed form solution. This means it 

is possible to write down a single equation for the whole system. For simplicity, instead of 

presenting the whole system as one equation to explain the functionality of the simulation 

model, it is presented using equations and formulas where the quantity of attribute can be 

presented as a function of other attributes. However, attachment 1 presents how the enti-

ties and attributes are connected without presenting the mechanisms between them. The 

basic idea is that every year the citations of the population are measured and summed to-

gether. As the citation output of a research population as a whole is from a certain period 

of time is wanted to be measured, the need is to define which are the factors that   

• Affect to citation output 

• Are to be adjusted 

 

First, a formal overall equation and later the mechanisms that affect to that equation can be 

presented. The amount of citations is presented as a function of time, meaning citations per 

year. All citations that the whole population produced during the time period y, 𝐶! are cal-

culated from citations of all researchers. 

 

 𝐶!(𝑦) = 𝐶(𝑃,𝑦)
!∈!!(!)

 (1) 

 

Where 𝐶(𝑝,𝑦) contains all citations C of the organization population p in the year y. The 

publications of the organization 𝑃!(𝑦) in year y is defined as follows: 
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 𝑃! 𝑦 = 𝑃!(𝑦 − 1) 𝑃!(𝑦)
!∈!!(!)

 (2) 

 

where r is output of publications on year y of researchers 𝑅! and y is the year. Citations per 

researcher are formed as follows: 

 

 𝐶 𝑟, 𝑡 = 𝐶 𝑟, 𝑡 − 1 + 𝐶(𝑃,𝑦)
!∈!(!)

 (3) 

 

After this, there can be recognized two paths: Other one is how citations of the publication 

are formed and the other one is how the amount of publications is formed. First, it is pre-

sent how the citations of one publication are formed and in latter chapter it is explained the 

behavior for how the publications of researcher are formed. 

 

Citations C of one publication P in year t, 

The formation of citations is a function of the quality of paper and point of time t, since the 

citations are not formed in one instance but over the time instead. 

 

 𝐶 𝑃, 𝑡 = 𝐶 𝑃, 𝑡 − 1 + 𝑓 𝑡 − 𝑡! , 𝑞(𝑃)  (4) 

 

where 𝑡! is the year published, and 𝑞(𝑝) indicates the quality of the publication p. 

 

Quality of publication, q 

The quality is formed as a function of researchers skill S 

 𝑞 𝑃 = 𝑓 𝑆(𝑟,𝑃)  (5) 

 

Amount of publications, 𝒑𝒓 
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Amount of new publications, during year t, is a function of time available for research τ! 

and researchers productivity  𝜃!. This, of course, is measured at one point of time, t. 

 𝑃!(𝑡) = 𝑓 𝑏(𝜃), τ!(𝑡)  (6) 

Productivity 

Productivity 𝜃 consist from two parts, resources productivity (depending on funding deci-

sion) and commitment (which is stochastic function of promotion decision). 

 

 𝜃(𝑡) = 𝑓 𝜃!(𝑡),𝜃!(𝑡)  (7) 

 

Where 𝜃! is the commitment, which is dependent on the frustration  𝜃!(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑓! , 𝑡) and 

  𝜃!(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑚!,,𝑚! , 𝑡)  is a function of expected resources 𝑚!, and received resources  𝑚! 

 

Joining / leaving from organization, O 

The population size O at the point of time t can be represented as: 

 𝑂 𝑡 = 𝑂 𝑡 \𝐿(𝑡) ∪ 𝐽(𝑡) (8) 

𝐿 𝑡   is the leaving population and 𝐽(𝑡) is the joining population at the point of time t. 

Researcher leaves from organization if one of these conditions is true; frustration  𝑓! grows 

too large (exceeds 1) or time spent in academia a grows too high which is considered as 

retirement (over retirement age, 𝜆). More formally:  

 𝑟 ∈ 𝐿 𝑡 , 𝑖𝑓  
𝑓! ≥ 1
𝑜𝑟

𝑟 𝑎, 𝑡 ≥ 𝜆
 (9) 

 

On contrary, joining to organization is set so that it is a percentage e from the population 

size O. So 𝐽 𝑡 = 𝑂 𝑡, 𝑒 .  

 

Promotions 
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Whether researcher gets promoted, it is dependent on one’s career success (citations, 𝑐!), 

years in academia a, researchers current position 𝑝 and positions available on next ladder  

𝑝!. Furthermore, this is dependent on amount of researchers on next ladder  𝑝 𝑟, 𝑡 − 1 +

1. 

 𝑝(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑓 𝑝 𝑟, 𝑡 − 1 + 1,𝑝(𝑟,𝑝!)𝑎 𝑟, 𝑡 , 𝑐 𝑟, 𝑡  (10) 

 

The positions that are available are not fixed, but the amount of positions scales depending 

on the size the population as a whole. This way the promotions are dependent on research-

er’s personal traits, not just from static amount of seats since new positions open occasion-

ally. 

 

Frustration, 𝒇𝒓 

In this case, frustration is measured for following reasons: 

• It effects the productivity of a researcher 

• It makes one to seek other options outside research organization 

Assumption is that frustration grows from: 

• Every negative funding decision (partially, or fully) 

• Every promotion which researcher thinks that one deserves but don’t receive 

 

Frustration carries memory from its previous values, hence frustration can be written as: 

 

 
𝑓! 𝑟, 𝑡 = 𝑓 𝑓! 𝑟, 𝑡,𝑎,𝑝 + (𝑟, 𝑡,𝑚! ,𝑚!)

!

 

 

(11) 

where r = researcher, a = years in academia and p = position. This is dependent also from 

how many resources were wanted 𝑚! and received  𝑚! at the point of time t. 
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Quality of application, A 

The quality of application is dependent on researcher’s personal traits and how much time 

one has to prepare the application. 

 𝐴 = 𝑓 𝑟, τ!  , 𝑓! , 𝑠! , 𝑠!  (12) 

where τ!  is time used for applying, 𝑓!   is frustration, 𝑠!   is research skill and 𝑠!  is applying 
skill. This value determines how good changes the researcher r has for winning a grant. N 
is the distribution and evaluation caused overhead.  
Selection outcome of the grant applications are reviewed with limited resources, hence the 
perceived quality of applications contains evaluation error  𝑁 = 1− ℎ, where h is over-
head. This error is presented in Figure 9. 
 

𝐴! = 𝐴 + 𝑁 (13) 

Time available for research, 𝝉𝒓 

Time available for research is dependent on the  𝜏!"!, total time available after teaching and 

similar tasks, and how much time from this research time were used for applying 𝜏! and 

how much resources were received through grants  𝜏!, and how much resources were re-

ceived through base funding 𝜏!. 

 

 𝜏! 𝑟,𝑦 = 𝜏!"! + 𝜏! 𝑟,𝑦 −𝜏! 𝑟,𝑦 +𝜏! + 𝑒 (14) 

Time used for applying, 𝜏! is dependent on the level of frustration  𝑓! and from the time 

researcher uses for applying on that position, on average. The time used for applying varies 

uniformly, 𝑒 ∈ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓[−0.116,0.116]. 

 τ!(𝑟) = 𝑓 𝑃! , 𝑓! , 𝑟  (15) 

Resources for research, 𝝉𝒈 

Resources for research consist of uniformly distributed resources among researcher popu-

lation O, where the resources are distributed depending on the quality of researchers appli-

cation. As mentioned before, the resources received through grants 𝜏! are summed to user-
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defined base resources 𝜏! which is dependent only from the percentage user wants to share 

equally between researchers. 

The amount of received grant funding 𝜏!is dependent on quality of the application  𝐴!, 

when it is compared to quality of other researcher’s applications.  

 

 𝜏! =
0, 𝑖𝑓  𝐴! 𝑟 ≤ 𝐴!"!!"#
𝜏! , 𝑖𝑓  𝐴! 𝑟 ≥ 𝐴!"!!"#

 (16) 
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4 Mechanisms of the model 

As presented, there are limited resources for researcher population where everyone cannot 

be satisfied. The factors that are artificially modified by user to see changes in the results, 

as mentioned in the research question, are: 

• Whether the resources are allocated for grant process administration, making it 

more accurate but causing a decrease in resources that are available for research 

• How the resources that are allocated to research instead of administration are dis-

tributed between the researchers 

Now that all the used attributes are presented, the interaction of attributes can be designed. 

This chapter defines all the mechanisms used in the model between the entities, defining 

the formulas of presented functions Some subchapters describes the model functionality 

formally, and some chapters explains it through algorithms or even verbally. 

4.1 Resource allocation between researchers 

The resource allocation to grant-review-process is a tradeoff between resources and accu-

racy of the system. The mechanism presented defines how the user of the simulation allo-

cated the funding model, 𝑥. The more resources are allocated for researchers (less over-

head), the less accurate the evaluation process will be and vice versa. On the other hand, 

the resources that user decides to share to researchers, can be shared to population in dif-

ferent manners. 

 

The population can be thought as a queue of researchers, and it is up to simulation user to 

define how much resources each one gets. The fundamental idea is that there exist 100% of 

resources (whatever the resources actually are) and this 100% of the resources available 

can be assigned between administration and researcher however the user wants. The funder 

does not react to results of the funding and carries no memory about previous actions, 

meaning the model is static and there is no interaction besides the grant giving between the 

funder and researcher. Funder sets the resources depending on parameters mentioned in 
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previous chapter. The real-world system is more complex, with social connections be-

tween, but for simulation purposes a stripped model is used. 

 

Figure 8 below illustrates example where on x-axis the population of 10 researchers. The 

researchers are sorted in a manner where on the right are the most skilled researchers with 

the best applications. Figure 8 presents a situation where 25% of the resources are distrib-

uted equally, and the remaining 75% is given to applying researchers. 

 

 

Figure 8: example of distribution of resources between the researchers 

 
This funding model is one (other one is error in overhead) of the two independent factors 

how the input for the model is varied in order to see changes in scientific output. 
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4.2 Amount of publications 

Amount of produced papers of a researcher at reached point of time t, (t = 0…t) follows 

formula: 

 

 𝑃 𝑟,𝑦 ~𝐸𝑥𝑝
𝑦 ∗ 𝜃 ∗ 𝜏

𝜔  (17) 

 

Where 𝜃 was, as mentioned before, productivity and τ research time available, and ω is 

constant defined through calibration. 

4.3 Productivity 

Commitment is created with formula 𝜃! = 1− 𝑓! ∗ω, where 𝑓! is current frustration and 

ω is pre-defined constant. Resources productivity 𝜃! however is dependent on how much 

resources was expected,  𝑚! and how much was received,  𝑚!, more formally: 

 

𝜃 = 𝜃! + 𝜃! = 1− 𝑓! +max   1,
𝑚!

𝑚!
 (18) 

4.4 Frustration 

Frustration consists also from resources and promotions that were not received, as follows: 

 

𝑓! 𝑟 = 𝑓!+𝑓! (19) 

 

Monetary frustration 𝑓! is a function of expected resources 𝑚!, resources received 𝑚!.  
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 𝑓! =    1−
𝑚!

𝑚!
 (20) 

However, the promotional frustration is dependent on how much time researcher spends on 

each position. If too much time has been spent, frustration starts to grow: 

 

 𝑓! = 𝑓!(𝑎 ∗ 𝑝!)
!

!!

 (21) 

where 𝑝!  is the average year limit on position when the frustration starts to grow and a is 

the years in academia, and L is the leaving decision. 

4.5 Promotions 

How many researchers is there for each position, is dependent on percentage how many 

researchers are allowed for each position {𝑝!!,𝑝!!,𝑝!!,𝑝!!} which are {Post-doc, assistant 

professor, associate prof, full professor}, respectively. If a researcher fulfills a set of de-

mands, promotion is possible. These expectations that must hold are: 

 

• Researcher can only get promoted one step at the time 𝑃 𝑟, 𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 𝑟, 𝑡 − 1 + 1     

• There is space on next position researcher is intending to get promoted 𝚤|𝑃 𝚤, 𝑡 =

𝑃 𝑟, 𝑡 − 1 + 1 ≤ 𝑐 

• Has been working 𝑎 years in academia (𝑎 is set depending on position 𝑛 = 1,2,3,4) 

• Enough recognition through citations, meaning the following equation must hold: 

𝐶 𝑟 ≥ !
!∗!

 where ω is constant, 𝑐! citations of a researcher, C all citations of re-

searchers together and R is the population size. Researchers are sorted by their pub-

lications, and the most published is the first one in the queue. 

 

When promoted, the frustration lowers. Promotional frustration goes naturally to zero and 

monetary frustration halves since the assumption is that promotion temporarily satisfies the 
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researcher’s monetary needs. A book (Lyubomirsky 2014) argues that happiness is more a 

mindset, and not the circumstances. While this sounds more plausible theory, modelling 

the frustration for this kind of purpose is rather simplified hence only circumstances are 

considered as mood-changing factors. 

4.6 Overhead 

How much resources there are to distribute between researchers, depends on how much 

error in evaluation is tolerated. Higher overhead (resources for evaluation) makes the grant 

system more accurate allocating more resources to application evaluation, leaving fewer 

resources to share between researchers. These resources are directly converted for research 

time. 

The grant-system time usage (Link, Swann and Bozeman 2008) is presented in table 4. The 

research states also that service time includes supervision of the grant applications. The 

assumption is that a third is used for this activity (except on post-doc position). 

 

Table 4: time usage of a researcher, with post-doc added 

On average, 42.04% of the time is used for research. If all the time used for grants would 

be used for research, this would add research time 19.75% (average of grant writing and a 

third of service time). This means when no resources are allocated for overhead, research 

time is 65.79% (and added 3.31% administrative cost, see chapter 4.7.1). On contrary, 

when all the resources are allocated for overhead, the resources for research are 0. The net 

resources for research are reduced linearly as seen on figure 9. Error in evaluation howev-

er, is just an assumption error growth is a square of overhead, as seen also on figure 9. 

However the assumption is that error cannot reach zero, while getting closer. Error in eval-

uation is a standard deviation of normally distributed accuracy of quality of grant applica-

tion (average being 0.5). 

Mean	  fraction	  of	  time Teaching Research Grant	  writing Service Total
Full	  professor 30,00	  % 35,15	  % 7,30	  % 27,55	  % 100	  %

Associate 36,40	  % 32,90	  % 7,60	  % 23,10	  % 100	  %
Assistant 31,50	  % 40,10	  % 11,60	  % 16,80	  % 100	  %
Post-‐doc 10,00	  % 60,00	  % 20,00	  % 10,00	  % 100	  %
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Figure 9: How the resources cause error in grant application ratings 

4.6.1 Administrative cost 

To make the system time usage more accurate, there is also an administrative cost from 

having the grant proposal handling process. Administrative staff is hired for handling the 

funding proposals and otherwise these resources that are allocated for administrative staff, 

could be also used to research. The basic idea is that the amount of resources (time) that 

are allocated for administration is also lowered when the time for grant writing is lowered 

and when resources assigned to grant process is zero percent, also this administrative cost 

can be fully assigned for research. Naturally, grants that are available through private sec-

tor are not in this calculation. So, it is needed to modify the information of previous graph 

into the direction where the grant time is systematically higher, and other time consump-

tion is lower. To determine how much higher it should be as a reference, New Zealand’s 

research quality evaluation system is used as an example (Tertiary Education Comission 

2012). Under the review system there are 6 757 researchers. The average hourly cost of 

researcher is 51 and yearly hours per one researcher are 1950. PBRF runs every 6 years 
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with total cost of 50 750 200 dollars. So, the cost for each researcher is 1251.80 dollars, or 

24.5 hours. Rough calculations can be made: 

 

PBRF money available every year $262 000 000,00 

PBRF total cost for 6 years $52 000 000,00 

PBRF total cost for one year $8 666 666,67 

Overhead % of PBRF 3,31 % 

Table 5: Overhead caused by PBRF 

 

From here it can be seen that there is 3.31% overhead of the resources that would other-

wise go to research. This means that researchers would have 3.31% more resources in use 

without PBRF which would go straight to research without application process. This in-

cludes also the time spent on reviewing the proposals. In England, similar system, called 

RAE, where administrative cost of this is 0.8% (Koelman and Venniker 2011). This over-

head is corresponding to research time; the less grant time, the less overhead. Eventually it 

can be assumed that when there is no grant system, all the overhead resources can be as-

signed for research time. 

4.7 Quality of grant application 

The quality of the grant application that a researcher produces is dependent how much time 

has been used for preparation, research & applying skill and the average time. 

 𝑄 = 𝑇! ∗ 𝑠! ∗ 𝑠! (22) 

 

Where 𝑠! is the research skill, 𝑠! applying skill and 𝑇! is the time used for applying. 

The evaluated quality of the application depends on the actual quality Q and error e caused 

by overhead h. 
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𝑄! = 𝑄 + 𝑒(ℎ) (23) 

Figure 10 presents an example how the quality of application behaves when both skills are 

set to 1, without any interference. 

 

Figure 10: Example quality of application depending on the time 

4.8 Citations 

For a mechanism to count citations of a single paper 𝑝! as a function of time the following 

formula (24) (Wang, Song and Barabási 2013), is presented for probability that paper i is 

cited at time t after publication as 

 

 𝑡 ~η!
!

𝑐!!𝑃! 𝑡  (24) 

 

By using this formula, a separate submodel is created and adjusted, where η! indicates fit-

ness of the paper 𝑐!! indicates received citations so far, and 𝑃! 𝑡  aging as a function of 

time with following formula:  

 

 𝑃! 𝑡 =
1
2𝜋𝜎!𝑡

exp   −
(ln 𝑡 − 𝜇!)!

2𝜎!!
 (25) 
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The more simple form for the formula is: 

 

 𝑐!! = 𝑚 𝑒
!!!
! !(!" !!!!!!

) − 1  (26) 

 

Where 𝛷(𝑥) is the cumulative normal distribution, 𝑚,𝛽 and A are global parameters and 

relative fitness is presented as 𝜆! ≡   
!!!
!

 . 𝜇! indicates immediacy, governing the time for a 

paper reach its citation peak and 𝜎! is longevity, capturing the decay rate. Also, time t 

comes from creation year subtracted from current year.  

 

In this case, fitness of the publication 𝜆!, is fixed to researchers research skill 𝑠!, which 

means they get the same value. Immediacy and longevity are fixed to value 1.0. Value 𝑡 

means the current point of advancing time, since the citations are not formed in one in-

stance of time but over the time. 

 

Since the citation production of the model is highly dependent on the parameter research 

skill, the value and distribution of research skill needs to be connected to fitness parameter 

so that the model (Formula 26) provides similar results as observed in literature (presented 

in chapter 5.3.6). 
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5 Implementation 

Now that the model has been defined, it can be implemented into a computer simulation. 

This chapter presents used techniques and paradigms, and why they were chosen. In other 

words this chapter shows how the simulation is done. Simulation, as a program can be de-

scribed using UML (Unified Modeling Language), which is a common way to visualize the 

system to be created. For simulation to be actually functional, it needs to be calibrated.  

Typical simulation theory covers about different types of simulation paradigms and com-

mon concepts, which is different from one instance of simulation. There are a few model 

classifications which are presented briefly, but in this case the implementation follows 

time-driven discrete model, meaning that the created system advances by pre-defined time 

units ∆𝑡. The reason for choosing this type of approach is that data in literature often refers 

to activities as yearly basis rather measured events of time. Second reason for this kind of 

implementation is its simplicity; event-driven approach runs in multiple threads meaning 

concurrency, whereas time-driven implementation is far more simple approach after the 

occurrence order of events has been recognized. 

The background that is needed begin with general knowledge of simulations, randomness, 

presentation how state and time can be seen in simulation paradigms, especially in dynam-

ic discrete-event simulations. Static models are left out, as well as finite state-machines and 

Monte-Carlo methods are explained only briefly. 

5.1 Background for simulation 

 

Simulation is a representation of an existing, or non-existing system. Simulation can be 

used to describe and analyze the behavior of a real-world system, using a representation of 

the actual system. This can only be as large as the actual examined system itself (Banks, 

Introduction to simulation 1999). In Computer simulation the model is modeled on a com-

puter so that its functionality can be studied. By making changes in variables, assumptions 

can be made about the system behavior (Banks, Carson, et al. 2010). 
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Simulation as a tool is usable when the original system is too big, expensive, dangerous, 

complex or impractical to examine in real-life, or to test a product design. Simulation is not 

reasonable tool when the real-life experimentation (or other alternative) would be cheaper, 

easier and safer. Also vital is to know the functionality of the original system fully, and all 

the data has to be available. Finally, the key is to have an actual reason to build a simula-

tion (Becker and Parker 2011). 

 

A particular finite state machine is defined by a list of its states, and the triggering condi-

tion for each transition. Finite-state machine is in only one state at the time. The state at 

any given time is called the current state. It can change from one state to another when 

initiated by a triggering event or condition; this is called a transition (Arbib 1969). Hence 

the system is not infinite but discrete. This movement through states within a machine is 

sometimes called a Markov chain. 

5.1.1 Simulating a system 

Simulation can either follow discrete, continuous or static model. In discrete model nothing 

relevant happens outside events, meaning no computations are needed between events. 

Continuous model follows time slavishly, and there are events in simulation when state 

does not change, excluding the timer. Static model holds no time aspect and is only a rep-

resentation of created system of that moment of time. In discrete time model, state of ele-

ments can only change in specific moments of time, called events. State presents a condi-

tion of the simulated system at the given instant of time t. The events can be time-driven 

(at moment of time t occurs an event) or time can be event-driven (at the moment of occur-

ring event ∆𝑡 time has passed) (Page and Kreutzer 2005).  

 

Typical discrete model contains list processing, where resource-waiting entities are in a 

queue of some sort (waiting for activity). The resource allocation could be done so that 

researcher-agents are in a queue and accessing resource-providing entity one by one, either 

in states receiving grants, waiting, blocked, failed or starving. Instead in the implementa-
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tion the resources (or lack of resources) are assigned all to all of them at the same instance 

of time. Hence list processing exists in the implementation, but not as a queue. The dura-

tion of the activity is constant, with no delays which are caused by a certain combination 

of system conditions (Banks 1999). 

5.1.2 Discrete-event simulation 

Discrete event simulations can be divided into two types, terminating and steady-state. In 

terminating type measures to be observed are measured at fixed instants of time with finite 

simulation length. In steady-state measures to be observed depend on instants (or intervals) 

of time whose starting points are taken to be 𝑡 → ∞ (Page and Kreutzer 2005). 

However, discrete event simulation can be divided into various paradigms. In activity-

oriented paradigm jobs arrive at random times, and time units are broken into tiny incre-

ments. At each time point, the program scans any occurred events. The downside of activi-

ty-oriented paradigm is its slow execution, since there can be many time units without 

events. The event-oriented paradigm tackles this problem by going from event to event. 

This paradigm is not possible in models in which the states are continuous by nature. How-

ever the event-oriented approach is easy to implement since no thread-programming is 

needed and flexible since one event can, for example trigger two other events. It is fairly 

efficient on computation speed (Matloff 2008). 

Process-oriented paradigm is currently dominating paradigm among the simulation com-

munity. The events are still there, but the simulation runs in various threads which are 

communicating which each other. For example, one thread would produce customers and 

other thread would execute the operation for these (Matloff 2008). 

Discrete-event simulations can be either continuous (they run as long as user wants) or 

they can terminate at the certain point of time. The paradigm can be sequential (events oc-

cur in specified order) or parallel (such as process-oriented). 

Generalization of Discrete-Event simulation process works as follows: 

Start - Initialize Ending Condition to False, clock and system state variables 
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While End condition(s) are not met do following: 

 Advance the time to the next event of time 

 Do next event and remove from events list 

 Update statistics 

End - Generate a statistical report 

5.1.3 Markov chains 

Sometimes, it is important to have not only the number of states but also their order. The 

next state is generally determined by the last few states. If it is assumed that the next state 

request depends only on the last state of the system, then the system follows a Markov 

model. For now, it is sufficient to understand that such models can be described by a tran-

sition matrix, which gives the probabilities of the next state given the current state. Transi-

tion matrices are used not only for resource transitions but also for application transitions 

(Jain 1991) . 

 

More formally, Markov chain can be considered as a successful movement through a set of 

states  𝑠!, 𝑠!,… 𝑠!, from 𝑠! to state 𝑠! with probability  𝑝!". These probabilities are visible in 

transition matrix (Kemeny, et al. 1959). 

5.1.4 Randomness 

A random number is a number which exact value is unknown, but it has an expected value. 

In simulations, generally pseudo-random numbers are used. The difference between ran-

dom and pseudo-random numbers is that between n random numbers there is no connec-

tion (different seeds), where pseudo-random numbers only seem to be random. After re-

peating pseudo-random numbers infinite amount of times, a pattern will occur (numbers 

start to repeat themselves). Depending from the usage, most of the times this pseudo-

random behavior is enough. (Becker and Parker 2011). 
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For example, a roll of a dice has no known value, but the expected value is an integer with-

in range [1,6]. The probability for each value at the dice roll is ~16.66%, this type of prob-

ability distribution is called uniform distribution.  

When the probability for some value to occur is higher than others, this is called non-

uniform distribution. The most common this type of distribution is called normal distribu-

tion (Formula 27) or Bell curve because it’s shape. This type of distribution is often seen in 

the nature. 

𝑓 𝑥, 𝜇,𝜎 =
1

𝜎 2𝜋
𝑒!

(!!!)!
!!!  (27) 

 

Where 𝜇  is the mean (or expected value), x is the value that’s probability of occurrence is 

wanted and 𝜎 is the standard deviation, which indicates the the variation from the average. 

Often in simulation purposes samples from the distribution are taken. In standard normal 

distribution (𝜇 = 0.0, 𝜎 = 1.0), the probability of x  having a value within one standard 

deviation  [-1,1] is 68.2%, standard deviation of 2 95.4% and so forth. These two type of 

distributions are used in simulation, plus one called log-normal distribution (Wolfram 

2014). The shape is similar to normal distribution, but with skewed tail to one side, 

reduced from the other side. 

5.1.5 Monte Carlo methods 

When a certain Finite-state machine has been run, it will create a single path between the 

states (a Markov Chain). However, when the movement between the states varies, being 

stochastic, by n different runs different results are received, hence leading to different re-

sults. The purpose of Monte Carlo methods is to obtain a numerical value from a stochastic 

(random) system. The key is a repetition of the experiment: By repeating the experiment 

for the system n times, it is possible to receive a distribution of the n results. Naturally, 

larger number of repeats shows larger accuracy for the distribution. From this set of results 

is possible to calculate mean and other characteristics for an unknown probabilistic entity. 
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5.1.6 Microsimulation 

Microsimulation models are computer models that operate at the level of the individual 

behavioral entity, such as a person, family, or firm (Bourguignon and Spadaro 2006). Dy-

namic microsimulations estimates changes over the life-cycle of the examined system. 

These models are common, for example, estimating pensions (Kärkkäinen 2013) 

Microsimulation systems used in economics are nonlinear, complex, stochastic and period-

oriented system which cannot be solved analytically but have to be solved numerically. 

They are applied in theory development and in decision support. Typically they are used in 

determining consequences of changes in taxation, investment decisions etc. 

 

In microsimulation a representative sample of statistical units is transferred from period t 

to period t + 1. Microsimulations are often divided into static, dynamic and longitudinal 

microsimulations. The main difference between static and dynamic is that in static simula-

tion the behavior of agents remains unchanged, whereas in dynamic simulation each agent 

(researcher, in this case) change their behavior depending on systems state. In longitudinal 

microsimulation not a representative sample is transferred from period t to period t + 1, but 

synthetic sample of micro units, that is a sample of a certain age cohort (Troitzsch, et al. 

1996). 

 

The common structure of microsimulations for redistribution analysis comprises three ele-

ments (Bourguignon and Spadaro 2006):  

• a micro-dataset, containing the economic and socio-demographic characteristics of 

a sample of individuals or households 

• the rules of the policies to be simulated – that is, the budget constraint facing each 

agent 

• a theoretical model of the behavioral response of agent 

The implemented model follows dynamic principles with simple built-in artificial intelli-

gence. The researchers have certain attributes where they change their behavior, for exam-
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ple the frustration changes the applying time and motivation has an effect to paper produc-

tion. 

5.2 Implemented simulation 

This chapter explains how the model is designed. The methods (mechanisms) and attrib-

utes are separated to classes they belong to.  

It is fairly easy to define that used system is abstract since concrete model is not suitable to 

lie out. To run the system there are some stochastic elements and it can be considered nu-

merical because it is possible, but not reasonable to write down one closed formula for 

behavior of the model. It is possible to present a finite-state machine for our system, where 

all the states of the system are presented. The implementation is a discrete-event simulation 

which advances in pre-defined steps of time. Simulation contains characteristics of mi-

crosimulation as well. To be more accurate, there are characteristics of dynamic microsim-

ulation, as explained in previous chapter. 

Figure 11 explains the class structure of the simulation. Class Simulation is called with 

assigned parameters, which calls the rest of the instances. 
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 Figure 11: The class diagram of the simulation 

 

Simulation classes function is to run the simulation with given parameters, advance the 

clock and finally return the results for the user. 

GrantProvider-class provides the resources for the researchers and making the decision 

who is eligible for funding, as well as carries the information about user-assigned grants 

available (container for funding-classes). 

Grant-class contains all the information about how much resources is available, and what 

kind of researcher has the possibility to attain those. Class funding has assistive class fund-
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ing provider, which function is to combine assigned funding to research population with 

user-defined parameters. Class contains the checks whether researcher applies for funding, 

and tells researcher how much time they spend on average for applying. 

In general, class GrantProvider contains mechanism for grants, while funding the attrib-

utes. This class receives researchers and provides the grants depending on the quality of 

the grant application. 

Organization and researcher works in a same manner. Class Organization has a container 

where population is assigned to. Class has the information about needed levels of research-

ers attributes for promotion. Class Organization tells researchers to send grant applications 

and to react received grants, and researcher-class reacts in a defined way. Also the class 

has methods for sorting the researchers and a container for removed researcher’s papers 

and citations. 

Class researcher contains all the attributes of researcher, but also a container for publica-

tions of this researcher. All the information about researcher’s current state is stored into 

its attributes. Figure 12 illustrates the interaction between objects. 
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Figure 12: Interaction diagram of the system main loop 

5.3 Calibration of the system 

The simulated model needs to be examined from different angles to see whether it corre-

lates with real world behavior. Instead of full simulation runs, the model should be verifi-

cated in “modules”. (Ross 1997). In this case, modules are such as citation occurrence and 

population behavior. The real world questions can be such as “How many papers research-

er produces every year”, “what is the maximum amount of citations that a paper can re-

ceive,” “how likely is it for a researcher to resign” or “How much resources average re-

searcher receives each year”. By using this kind of observations simulated system can be 

steered into direction that makes it more a presentation of the examined real world system. 
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Some experimental design needs to be performed here, such as sample sizes, population 

and observed timeframe, since the calibration needs to be done with functional system. 

The difficulty of calibration is that everything is tied together meaning a change in popula-

tion behavior can affect, for example, to publication behavior so calibration needs to be 

done multiple times from different corners of the system. 

5.3.1 Examined timeframe of the simulation 

There is no a pre-defined way to tell for how long the simulation should run. Usually it is a 

trade-off between accuracy and computing budget. 

Besides the length of the timeframe of the simulation, the system needs to reach its equilib-

rium state in order to be examined. This means the samples of the running simulation sys-

tem need to be taken from the point where the initial values of the simulation cannot be 

seen anymore. To determine when the system has left its transient state, and reached suffi-

cient equilibrium, can be examined by eye, using statistical tests or taking subsequent sam-

ples and comparing them (Tiihonen 2014), (Chen 1995). Series of population size behavior 

taken in time window between 0 and 60 can be examined manually by eye (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Four sample examples of system in transient state 

 

In figure 13 a clear ramp-up period can be seen by eye from year 0 to 15. Decay towards 

steady-state can be seen from 15 to 40, and after that it is hard to tell by eye whether auto-

correlation exists between samples. The manual examination is not sufficient, so instead 

evaluating results by eye, similarities between samples autocorrelation is calculated as a 

function of mean and variance, using the following formula: 

 

 𝜌! ≡
𝛾!
𝛾!
=
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑅!" ,𝑅!,!!!)

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑅!")
 (28) 

 

The observations are said to be independent if autocorrelation is zero. Instead of four sam-

ple series above, 10 sample series are taken from 40 to 190 time units. Using equation (28), 

autocorrelation of the samples can be calculated (Table 6). Autocorrelations are just pre-

sented for whole sample length, and just averages for reduced timeframes. 
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Table 6: Autocorrelations of population samples 

 

The average of calculated averages for the whole timeframe is -0.017 and the averages do 

not get any more accurate after 140 samples. This means the samples further does not pro-

vide more information than previous ones hence this sample length is sufficient. 

Now that the length has been found sufficient, the size of the timeframe needs to be deter-

mined. This is done by choosing amount of citations as observed variable. By comparing 

two sample series, accuracy for timeframes of different sizes can be seen (Table 7). 

 

Table 7: Citations of different sample series 

Samples of 40-240 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Variance 50,87 48,45 46,08 82,16 59,90 32,62 78,73 69,59 54,09 38,29

Standard deviation 7,13 6,96 6,79 9,06 7,74 5,71 8,87 8,34 7,35 6,19
Confidence interval 1,01 0,99 0,97 1,29 1,10 0,81 1,26 1,19 1,05 0,88

Covarance 1 & n -17,96 4,70 0,38 8,17 9,56 13,12 -16,74 -19,17 6,51
Acorrelation 1 & n -0,36 0,10 0,01 0,15 0,23 0,21 -0,28 -0,37 0,15

Covariance 2 & n -17,96 -0,20 20,11 -5,13 2,77 2,08 12,34 16,00 -10,79
Acorrelation 2 & n -0,36 0,00 0,32 -0,10 0,07 0,03 0,21 0,31 -0,25

Covariance 3 & n 4,70 -0,20 9,30 -2,44 -7,66 16,42 9,58 -16,31 3,48
Acorrelation 3 & n 0,10 0,00 0,15 -0,05 -0,20 0,27 0,17 -0,33 0,08

Covariance 4 & n 0,38 20,11 9,30 -11,20 -9,55 2,75 19,67 -8,05 -18,82
Acorrelation 4 & n 0,01 0,32 0,15 -0,16 -0,18 0,03 0,26 -0,12 -0,34

Covariance 5 & n 8,17 -5,13 -2,44 -11,20 14,66 8,21 -10,54 -12,42 -6,49
Acorrelation 5 & n 0,15 -0,10 -0,05 -0,16 0,33 0,12 -0,16 -0,22 -0,14

Covariance 6 & n 9,56 2,77 -7,66 -9,55 14,66 0,71 -12,84 12,76 0,82
Acorrelation 6 & n 0,23 0,07 -0,20 -0,18 0,33 0,01 -0,27 0,30 0,02

Covariance 7 & n 13,12 2,08 16,42 2,75 8,21 0,71 -26,30 -4,94 -10,88
Acorrelation 7 & n 0,21 0,03 0,27 0,03 0,12 0,01 -0,36 -0,08 -0,20

Covariance 8 & n -16,74 12,34 9,58 19,67 -10,54 -12,84 -26,30 -15,77 -4,10
Acorrelation 8 & n -0,28 0,21 0,17 0,26 -0,16 -0,27 -0,36 -0,26 -0,08

Covariance 9 & n -19,17 16,00 -16,31 -8,05 -12,42 12,76 -4,94 -15,77 8,41
Acorrelation 9 & n -0,37 0,31 -0,33 -0,12 -0,22 0,30 -0,08 -0,26 0,18

Covariance 10 & n 6,51 -10,79 3,48 -18,82 -6,49 0,82 -10,88 -4,10 8,41
Acorrelation 10 & n 0,15 -0,25 0,08 -0,34 -0,14 0,02 -0,20 -0,08 0,18 Average

Av. Acorr. 40-240 -0,02 0,03 0,02 0,00 -0,02 0,04 0,01 -0,08 -0,06 -0,06 -0,017
Av. Acorr. 40-90 -0,21 0,00 -0,05 -0,06 0,01 0,09 -0,10 0,00 0,02 -0,19 -0,050

Av. Acorr. 90-140 -0,04 0,02 -0,01 0,04 0,01 0,10 -0,15 0,03 -0,03 0,01 -0,003
Av. Acorr. 140-190 -0,05 0,10 -0,09 -0,03 0,14 0,12 0,09 -0,30 -0,08 -0,14 -0,024

Timeframe 40-70 40-90 90-120 90-140 Difference in accuracy
Lenght 30 50 30 50 30 50
Av. of results 32890 64121 33715 63848 2,45 % 0,43 %
St. Dev 3040 5373 5673 4834
Conf. Interval 1332 2355 2486 2119
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When taking averages of two subsequent sample series (average of 20 samples) of cita-

tions, timeframe of 30 time units gives accuracy of 2.47%. By making the timeframe even 

wider, to 50, the accuracy is 0.43%. Hence the timeframe with length of 50 is used for 

more accurate results. 

The last phase is to determine whether for every sample point separate sample runs is more 

effective or taking one long sample and take subsamples from a single run (Figure 14). 

This single long run method is called batch means. If the distant segments have low auto-

correlation, the usage of the separate samples is plausible (Page and Kreutzer 2005). 

 

Figure 14: Sample points from multiple runs versus a single run 

 

A ramp-up time of 90 time units is always present, but the time between subsequent sam-

ples is dependent on how autocorrelated the samples are after a certain period of time. A 

single run of 2000 time units is made, and the gap distance between subsequent samples is 

made (Table 8). 

 

Table 8: Average of autocorrelation between samples 

 

Distance 1 10 20 30 40 50
Average 0,97 0,61 0,35 0,24 0,02 -0,13
St. Dev 0,0076 0,0790 0,2201 0,1974 0,2958 0,2822
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Average is approaching to zero at 40, meaning that this is sufficient gap between samples, 

when no significant autocorrelation is present. Hence it is more effective to take one long 

sample, discard the first 90 years because of the transient state, and take snapshots of 50 

years between every 90 years until 31 samples have been gathered. This means run-length 

is  

90+ 50 ∗ 31+ 40 ∗ 31 = 𝟐𝟖𝟖𝟎 

5.3.2 Determining sample size 

This chapter explains how and why a certain number of samples have been chosen to cal-

culate a single sample point, and how many runs is enough. If standard deviation is known, 

a rough estimate can be given by previous simulation results and calculating average for 

them. Eighty runs are taken, and their average is 1495 work years, with standard deviation 

of 220. The average is always a subset of an infinite set. Wanted confidence interval is 

95%, hence the area of a normal distribution is within 1.96 standard deviations of the 

mean. 

Now, to calculate the sample size, following formula is used: 

 𝑛 =
𝑍!
!
(𝜎)

𝐸

!

 (29) 

 

Where 

n = Sample size 

Z!
!
 = Confidence interval 

E = Margin of error 

σ = Standard deviation 

More general equation for calculating 95% confidence interval goes as: 
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𝑥 ± 1.96
𝜎
𝑛

 (30) 

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation and n is the sample size. 

 

Now n can be calculated as follows, margin of error is set to 5% (Which is 74.80 from the 

average 1495) 

𝑛 =
1.96×220
74.80

!

= 33.25 ≈ 34 

5.3.3 Determining population size 

The initial values of the population size (how many researchers should there be in the be-

ginning) is not relevant, but the system reaches equilibrium over the time through the re-

searchers joining and leaving parameters. The system will pass the transient state faster 

when the initial population size is closer to the average of the transient state, which is 

around 50, depending on the funding. 

5.3.4 Population behavior calibration 

To see how the promotions, leaving and joining to and from organization functions the 

population behavior needs to be analyzed. It is expected that on average the population 

structure would remain the same over the time. However, since the researchers are set to 

go through the whole career path, the expectancy for structure is that on lower positions fill 

up first and less and less researchers are entitled for higher positions. 

 

From the study (Shaw and Vaughan 2008) directional years in position spent can be seen 

in table 9. 
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Table 9: Population time spent in position, years 

 

The initial setting is to set the population into positions as follows: 

{Post-doc = 15%, Assistant professor = 15%, Associate professor = 37%, full professor = 

33%} (Canterbury University HR 2013). 31 samples of population are taken over 140 time 

units. The following table of means can be presented: 

 

 

Table 10: Population size sample averages 

The same results, but visually: 

 

Figure 15: Distribution between positions, confidence interval of 95% 

Rank MinimumMaximum Mean Median SD
Assistant	  professor 4 32 11.1 10 6.7
Associate	  professor 4 30 14.5 14.5 8.0

Full	  professor 12 42 24.9 24 6.6

Position Post-‐doc Assistant	  prof. Associate	  prof Full	  professor Sum
(Initial	  values) 15,00 15,00 37,00 33,00

Mean 36,20 25,93 22,65 21,03 105,81
St.	  Deviation 7,29 3,46 3,53 2,77
Conf.	  Interval 2,61 1,24 1,26 0,99
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This was anticipated because researchers can only get into organization through bottom, 

meaning that every researcher goes through post-doc position and are not hired straight to 

other positions. The logic of the model and reality functions in different ways, so this is 

examined in conclusions-chapter. The research problem does not extend to population per-

sonnel structure, so the conclusion is that the researchers are flowing through organization 

vaguely as expected, and there are no great bottlenecks on the career path, even though at 

the last position holds researchers longer than on average. 

5.3.5 Amount of resources to be allocated 

The amount of resources which is available for researchers each year needs to be deter-

mined too. Since the success rates indicate that around a quarter of the researcher’s gets the 

resources they ask for same value will be used (25%). A calculation how many resources 

100 researchers will receive in order to fix this value can be shown: Expected resources for 

each position are set as follows, from post-doc to full professor, respectively: {1.3, 1.2, 1.1, 

1.0}. The assumption behind this is that researchers at the beginning of their career (espe-

cially outside the tenure) are more dependent on the grants. Population distribution is more 

or less known (Figure 15), the population is expecting to receive around 115 units worth of 

resources each year to stay saturated and so a quarter would be 29 resources for each year. 

5.3.6 Researchers and citations 

First task is to test how well the model (Wang, Song and Barabási 2013) can imitate excep-

tional real-world data. Number of scientist in the world is around 5.8 million researchers 

(AAAS 2006). This many researchers are made and the highest research skill is picked. 

The highest value is ~5.4286. 

The highest cited paper in the history of science is Protein Determination by Oliver H. 

Lowry with 275,669 citations so far. The paper was published in 1951 and count was in 

2006. The paper still gets cited roughly around 5,000 times a year only with a slight decay 

rate (Kresge, Simoni and Hill 2005). This researcher, H. Lowry can represent the scientist 

who has the highest research skill (5.4286). Samples of citations by this paper are taken 
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from Google Scholar by eye, (1974=5500, 1977=7500, 1983=8000, 1987=7800, and 

2003=4500). By these samples a model is generated (figure 16) for the publication using 

the equation (20).When defining 𝑐!"#! , t=55, the time has set to t, and with cumulative cita-

tion count it should approach to that value. Fitness 𝜂! is 5.4286, and 𝑐!"#!""# = 275,669. 

The model (Wang, Song and Barabási 2013) is fitted to the samples and the cumulative 

citation count should be close to 275 669 by the year 2006. The variable β is set to 1, as 

well as A. By varying m it eventually settles to 1055. The shape of the curve is dependent 

on 𝜇! and  𝜎!. Hence these are set to 3.5 and 0.622, respectively. The fit can be seen from 

the model figure 16 below. 

 

Figure 16: Citations of most cited paper. Note that cumulative is scaled by dividing 20 

To perform the second check, if the model correlates with the cumulative citations by 2006 

(275 669), the cumulative amount of the model produced in 2006 is 275 747, there is a 

0,017% difference between the actual data and predicted data. Conclusion is that the model 

(Wang, Song and Barabási 2013) can imitate also not typical behavior in data accurately. 

 

The ways researchers work gets cited needs also to be examined. Study (Kelchtermans and 

Veugelers 2005) states that: 
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 “About 25% achieves top performance at least once, while 5% is persistently top. Analyz-

ing the hazard to first and subsequent top performance shows strong support for an accu-

mulative process. Rank, gender, hierarchical position and past performance are highly 

significant explanatory factors.” 

The quality of researchers work differs greatly in real-life. The explanatory factors in cur-

rent model are the variables of researchers. Average citations of one paper are 7.9 with 

standard deviation of 23.4, which is really dependent on the field. For example, average 

citations in mathematics per paper is 3.32, and in clinical medicine, which is the largest 

area where papers are published (around 2 million papers), the same value is 12.46 

(Reuters 2010). In physics 783.339 papers were cited 6 716 198 times between years 1981-

1997. From these 47% were not cited. From the cited papers, 415 229 were cited at least 

once, 265 281 at least 10 times, over 200 papers were cited 2103 times and 282 over 500 

times (ISI 1997), (Redner 1998). 

Similar behavior should be found in the simulated (Wang, Song and Barabási 2013) model 

implementation. From randomly generated sample of 25 936 papers, 32% were not cited 

whereas from cited papers 17 608 were cited at least once, 8 334 at least 10 times, over 200 

papers were cited 26 times and one over 500 times. These values transformed to percent-

ages, table 11 can be presented. 

 

Table 11: Effects of factors to system 

 

The created model is more likely to produce papers with at least one citation but higher 

citation counts are not reached as often, meaning that the model simulates the system quite 

accurately, but highest peaks occur rarely. 

Finally, the simulated system needs to function so that there is a difference between a tal-

ented and non-talented researcher. 

Cited	  at	  least once 10	  times 200	  times 500	  times
Literature 60,804	  % 38,847	  % 0,308	  % 0,041	  %
Simulated 67,804	  % 32,092	  % 0,100	  % 0,004	  %
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1935 simulated sample researchers are examined, and the expectation is that the talented 

researchers will provide higher results, where the amount of citations grows faster than the 

amount of papers. Table 12 presents the produced papers and citations, depending on re-

search skill. 

 

Table 12: Comparison of output averages depending on research skill 

 

The non-talented researchers do not publish almost anything. Partially, the higher outputs 

on the higher end of research skill are explained though the longer publication time. Tal-

ented researcher is more likely to get more recognition through the work, hence staying 

more satisfied whereas talentless researcher will leave the organization in short period of 

time. Still, the major difference is clearly depending on research skill. Also note that the 

last sub-table reaches research skill of 3.3. 

 

Research	  skill 0.0-‐0.5 Research	  skill 0.5-‐1.0
Researchers Papers Citations Researchers Papers Citations

505 22 0 517 26 17
Research	  skill 1.0-‐1.5 Research	  skill 1.5-‐2.0
Researchers Papers Citations Researchers Papers Citations

444 56 296 326 56 821
Research	  skill 2.0-‐2.5 Research	  skill 2.5-‐3.3
Researchers Papers Citations Researchers Papers Citations

113 61 2165 24 54 6025
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6 Experiments 

In this chapter the actual simulation experiments and the results are presented. This means 

that concrete functions, constant, scenarios, lengths, number of runs are also presented. 

6.1 Background for experimental design 

Reason for experiment is collection of data by the means of process or study, where the 

results are unknown in advance. Experimental design is a statistical technique for improv-

ing the efficiency and effectiveness of experiments with systems. Statistical experiments 

are conducted in situations where the observer can manipulate the factors and conditions of 

the experiment. In experimental design we purposefully make changes in the input in order 

to learn about the output (Kleijnen 1986) (SAS Institute 2005).  

 

Experimental design is the process of planning a study to meet specified objectives. Plan-

ning an experiment properly is very important in order to ensure that the right type of data 

and a sufficient sample size and power are available to answer the research questions of 

interest as clearly and efficiently as possible (SAS Institute 2005). 

 

The goal of a proper experimental design is to obtain the maximum information with the 

minimum number of experiments. This saves considerable labor that would have been 

spent gathering data. A proper analysis of experiments also helps in separating out the ef-

fects of various factors that might affect the performance. Also, it allows determining if a 

factor has a significant effect or if the observed difference is simply due to random varia-

tions caused by measurement errors and parameters that were not controlled. Typical ap-

proach is to divide the experiment in two phases. First phase has a large number of factors 

but small levels. This way the significant factors can be recognized. For second phase the 

factors with higher impact are examined with higher levels (Jain 1991). 

 

The basic concepts are factor and level. the input of the simulation program corresponds to 

the factors of the experiment; that is, the factors are parameters, variables and behavioral 
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relationships of the simulation model that are changed during the experiment with the sim-

ulation model. The factors in experimental design can be either quantitative or qualitative. 

For example quantitative can be how much resources are available. Qualitative, on the oth-

er hand, can be how the researchers are sorted for the resource sharing (Kleijnen 1986) 

Before doing the actual simulation runs, “2!-design” evaluates the factors to which the 

system demonstrates sensitivity. The design also shows the covariance’s for the factors that 

are chosen to observe. Because the research questions are about the resource allocation, 

amount of overhead and base funding needs to be examined, as well as the effectiveness of 

the proposal process. The frustration factors affect to the population size, which affects to 

amount of papers, and to citations. This way the frustration also is wanted to be examined. 

Similar factor, motivation could be also taken under examination, but the population size is 

more important factor since only limited amount can be chosen. Also because of the lim-

ited amount of factors, the joining to organization does not need to be examined since the 

overall effect of changes in organization can be seen through frustration which affects di-

rectly to population size. 

 

To measure and find correlation between explainable factor y and chosen primary factors 

𝑥!, . . . , 𝑥!, a regression model needs to be done for the experiment results. By starting with 

a few very high and low levels of primary factors, a linear regression model can be found. 

By doing more experiments from the middle, it is yet to be seen whether the linear model 

explains the behavior of the system. If not, a non-linear fit for results needs to be found. 

 

The problem in experimental design is the exponential growth in the number of combina-

tions, explained by this simple example: Let’s say that we have two (k=2) factors. Other 

one is “resources available” which has 8 levels (1...8) and other one is noise level which 

has 10 levels (10%...100%). Hence these two factors provide 80 different kinds of combi-

nations for measurement. In current experiment the amount of factors for just researcher 

entity is over 10. Even with their minimum number of levels, 2, this leads to 2!" = 1 024 

combinations to measure. 
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The design of experiment is distinguished to three approaches: 

• One factor at a time approach 

• All factor-level combinations: full factorial design 

• Specially selected combinations, 2!!! factorial designs 

• When using 2!!! design, 

In this experimental design attributes have two levels, so for example for factor “resources 

available” the levels are {1,8}. Having two levels is enough to examine how much factor 

affects to whole system if the levels are set right, and what factors affect the most to the 

system together. The covariances (or interactions) are exposed when two (or more) factors 

are examined.  

When using 2!!! design, the problem is to choose the factors for experimental design (and 

which factors can be turned into constants). The factors that have most effect to the system 

are potential candidates as independent factors for the actual experiment, or at least the 

effect of these factors needs to be explained. Even if a factor is known to have a great ef-

fect for the output, it can be left out from the experimental design. For example, “resources 

available” factor is known to have a large impact to whole system (shown later on in the 

2! experiment) but if it is exactly wanted to measure how the different resource allocation 

affects to the output, it is justified to set a fixed value for that factor.  

6.2 Regression analysis 

When modeling, dependent factor y depends on independent factors 𝑥!, . . . , 𝑥! through 

known or unknown function φ: 

 

 𝑦 = φ(𝑥!, . . . , 𝑥!) (31) 
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Where y is called as response, (𝑥!, . . . , 𝑥!) are called response factors. Values of response 

factors are called levels. Function φ is usually so complex (or unknown) so that it cannot 

be used as it is. Hence we use empirical model 

 

 𝑦   =   𝑓(𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑘)   +   𝜖 (32) 

 

Where function f is an approximation of function φ and 𝜖 is a random variable. 

Now all that is sorted, we can start doing experiments and create data, where each experi-

ment is denoted by its number. The amount of experiments needed is explained more accu-

rately in experimental design section. 

Experiment Levels of factors response 

1 x!!, . . . , x!" y! 

2 x!", . . . , x!" y! 

… … … 

N x!", . . . , x!" y! 

The real examined system can be defined formally as a function 

 

 𝑦 = 𝑓!(𝑉!,𝑉!,… ,𝑉!) (33) 

   

Where 𝑓!  is unknown and and parameters 𝑉! are only known partially. Simulated model 

can be defined as follows: 

 𝑦 = 𝑓!(𝑍!,𝑍!,… ,𝑍!,𝑅!) (34) 
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Where 𝑓! is known implicitically and 𝑅! is the seed value of the randomness. The meta-

model can formally be described as follows: 

 

 𝑦 = 𝛽!𝑥! +   𝜖
!!!

!!!

 (35) 

 

Where 𝑥! are known functions from 𝑍! (such as powers, logarithms). These kinds of mod-

els are generally called as regression models. 

6.3 Least-Square fitting methods 

The purpose of fitting methods is to find a mathematical equation do describe the collected 

data. The most commonly used measure of how well an equation describes a set of data is 

the weighted sum-of-squared-residuals (WSSR, which is proportional to the sample vari-

ance-of-fit,𝑠!) 

 𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑅 =
𝑌! − 𝑌(𝑋!) !

𝜎!!
= 𝑅!!

!!

 (36) 

 𝑠! =
𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑅
𝑁𝐷𝐹 =

𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑅
𝑛 − 𝑛!

 (37) 

Where NDF is the number of degrees of freedom which is normally evaluated as the num-

ber of data points, n, minus the number of parameters being estimated, 𝑛! (Johnson 2008). 

The least square method is used, to find one fit, or equation for the measured results. 

6.4 Factorial design 

This chapter presents which factors are varied for the experiment. Large amount of factors 

is caused by different positions in organization, for example, frustration is merged with 
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different factors for each position. To reduce combinations even more, some averages be-

tween positions or alternative methods can be used, san average for all positions is used 

instead different requirements for each position.  

 

Table 13 below demonstrates the factors for the 2!!! design. The environmental factors 

are examined in the actual experiment, hence these two can be left out since after all, 2!!!-

analysis is a stripped version of the actual experiment. 

 

X Factors that can be modified 

A Overhead 

B % of base funding 

C Promotional frustration (average) 

D Monetary frustration (average) 

E Effectiveness of proposal process 

F Researchers joining to organization 

Table 13: Factors for simulation 

 

With six factors, full 2! (k = 6) factorial design would need 2! = 64 experiments. This 

being too heavy, selected fractional 2!!! design is used to get a big picture of the system 

functionality. To be more accurate, 2!!! design is used, meaning only 2! = 8 experiments. 

However, design has covariances in it, so to examine that there are no joint effects the 

same design needs to be done twice, but with inversed levels of factors (table 14). Since in 

the experiment set there is space for one more factor, the covariance of A & B factors is 

added. 

 

Two levels are set for each factor as follows (All the effects are set to +1 or -1 so, that the 

higher result expectation is +1): 

 

A = 1  if  overhead  is  25%
−1  if  overhead  is  75% 
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B = 1  if  base  funding   equally  distributed 𝑖𝑠  25%
−1  if  base  funding   equally  distributed 𝑖𝑠  75% 

C = 1  if  promotional  frustration  grows  0.08  on  average
−1  if  promotional  frustration  grows  0.3  on  average 

D = 1  if  monetary  frustration  grows  0.1  on  average
−1  if  monetary  frustration  grows  0.3  on  average 

E = 1  efectiveness  of  proposal  process  is  0.3
−1  if  efectiveness  of  proposal  process  is  0.9 

F = 1  if  researchers  joining  is  10%  of  the  population
−1  if  researchers  joining  is  7.6%  of  the  population 

 

The simulations are made, and the following table 14 can be presented. The most important 

information can be found from the last row, effect of factor to Sum of Squares Total. 

 

Table 14: Effects of factors to system 

Conclusion:  
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The standard deviations for each factor vary from 2 865 to 5 657, so besides the last two 

factors the difference can be considered significant. It is obvious that A needs to be exam-

ined. However factor B, how equally resources are distributed between researchers, has 

very low significance, but according to the original research question this factor should 

also be taken into account. This is problematical since factor B cannot really be analyzed 

before the rest of the system is more accurate. The more profound examination of factors, 

especially B is presented in discussions-chapter. The assumption also is that the frustra-

tions (C and D) correlates with the amount researchers are joining to organization (F). Both 

of the frustration factors are quite significant (explaining 38.5% of the result) so further 

research about reasons for leaving would be more than welcome. These three values, C, D 

and F are fixed depending on the behavior of the coming and going researchers (Figure 15) 

so that the population size varies in a plausible manner. How effective grant applying pro-

cess (E) is does not affect to results significantly, but it has covariance with B because if 

base funding is set to 1.0, proposal process becomes obsolete. 

The following table can now be presented: 

A B C D E F G 

Vary Vary 0.15 0.2 0.6 8.8% 35 

Table 15: Levels of factors for experiment 
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7 Results 

This chapter presents background for statistical analysis and provides results as a regres-

sion surface model. 

7.1.1 Response surface model 

Response surface model explains relationships between explanatory variables against one 

response variable. Response surface models are normal linear regression models regarding 

to its parameters, whose parameters can be estimated using least-square fitting methods. 

7.1.2 Linear and non-linear regression model 

In statistics, linear regression is modeling the relationship between dependent variable y 

and one or more independent variables 𝑥!  Suppose that some variable of interest, y, is 

‘driven by’ some other variable x. Then call y the dependent variable and x the independ-

ent variable. In addition, suppose that the relationship between y and x is basically linear, 

but is inexact: besides its determination by x, y has a random component, e, which can be 

called the ‘disturbance’ or ‘error’ (Cottrell 2011). Now the linear regression model for one 

independent variable can be written as follows: 

 𝑦 = 𝛽! + 𝛽!𝑥! + 𝑒 (38) 

 

Where the parameters 𝛽! and 𝛽! represent the 𝑦 intercept and the slope of the relationship, 

respectively (Cottrell 2011). 

The regression model for two independent variables can be expressed as: 

 𝑦 = 𝛽! + 𝛽!𝑥! + 𝛽!𝑥! + 𝛽!"𝑥!𝑥! + 𝜇! (39) 
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And so forth, for the higher level variables regression models can be written using the 

same pattern. 

7.2 Response surface model 

In this subchapter, two types of results are presented. A big picture is first presented about 

the behavior of the system, and a smaller window is taken into further examination. 121 

samples are taken with 100 runs for each sample point. The result is figure 17 kind of sur-

face. 

 

Figure 17: Measured output of the system of 11x11 data points 

 

As expected, overhead affects to the results the most. Now, the area that we are particularly 

interested in is marked with red (Figure 17). This area needs to be examined, with higher 

amount of sample rates since clearly the system has a tendency to produce outliers (two 
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“pyramids” at 40% of equality in distribution, as seen in figure 17), meaning peaks whose 

would even out when sample rate would be set to infinity. The equality of distribution does 

seem to have a little effect, but according to these results it seems that when resources are 

concentrated for the few, the results are slightly better. 

 

The area marked with yellow in figure 17 also needs to be examined more carefully in case 

of outliers. Further examination reveals that indeed lower results are produced within the 

yellow area, in comparison to red area. 

 

More samples are taken from 20% x 20% area, with 5000 years and 32 runs per sample 

point, following table 16 can be presented.  

 

Table 16: Effects of factors to system, citations per year 

 

In order to know which measurements are plausible, the standard deviations need also be 

present (table 17). Generally, the darker red the color, the more accurate the results are 

(less outliers). The following table reveals that the most weighted references for response 

surface model are in area overhead 0.2, as well as 0.0 area gives quite good reference. 

 

Ovehead 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.2
0.0 1642,61 1603,79 1567,73 1508,68 1451,74
0.05 1622,79 1597,81 1553,24 1531,70 1460,06
0.10 1612,80 1580,57 1556,72 1509,18 1453,26
0.15 1622,41 1586,98 1528,62 1484,27 1449,33
0.20 1608,22 1582,35 1548,21 1468,64 1433,82
Distribution	  
equality
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Table 17: Standard deviations for table 16 values 

 

From these samples following regression model can be presented: 

 

𝑦 = 1  643− 𝑥!172− 𝑥!954 

where 𝑥! is the equality in distribution, {0..20%} and 𝑥!  is the overhead {0..20%}. This 

equation is examined within observed area 0-20% for both factors. The fit of the model is 

not tested outside the observed area. In comparison to research questions, it seems that it is 

better to withdraw the resources from administration and use them for research instead. 

Figure 18 presents the surface visually. 

 

 

Figure 18: Response surface model 20% x 20% area 

Standard	  deviations	  for	  measurements
91,05 56,51 53,32 85,47 50,07
66,50 40,98 45,90 116,84 50,30
82,14 37,68 92,05 72,77 74,95
151,80 70,97 45,26 55,73 45,69
83,07 59,09 70,79 35,63 49,71
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7.2.1 Model validation 

Confidence intervals of 95% are calculated using the standard deviations on table 17 and 

equation 29. 

 

Table 18: Confidence intervals for measured samples 

 

Almost all (92%) of the measured samples are within the confidence interval. In other 

words, there is a 95% probability that the model predicts the measured value. For example, 

when 𝑥! and 𝑥!  are set to 10% in regression model, result is 1537.84 which is within con-

fidence interval  1556.72± 28.52. 

Overhead 0	  % 5	  % 10	  % 15	  % 20	  %
0	  % 28,22 17,51 16,52 32,85 15,52
5	  % 20,61 12,70 14,23 44,91 15,59
10	  % 25,45 11,68 28,52 27,97 23,23
15	  % 47,04 21,99 14,03 21,42 14,16
20	  % 25,74 18,31 20,41 13,70 15,40

Eq.	  Distribution
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8 Discussion 

The overhead is a radical parameter, since all the factor levels at least over 50% are highly 

theoretical since in the current system resources used for grant applications and their ad-

ministration is around 20% (even though studies indicate a rise on this factor). Hence this 

parameter should not be examined on the very high end (chapter 4.6). It is enough to state 

that the simulation functions as it should, causing lowest results when no resources are 

allocated for research at all (100% to overhead) and the resource distribution does not have 

effect since there are no resources to distribute.  

The overall trend seems to be that the less surveillance and more concentrated the re-

sources are, as seen on figure 18, the better is the citation output. The equality in distribu-

tion does not have a lot of weight on results, but the amount of resources is the dominating 

factor. The results indicate that they they’re not very dependent on which researcher is 

receiving the resources, hence the conclusion can be drawn that the simulated system does 

not make a broad difference between skilled and unskilled researcher, as long as the re-

searcher has time for the actual research. Even when some tests were made where the ef-

fectiveness of the funding process (E) was varied radically, equality in distribution was 

zero and the resources remained constant, only slight differences (~23%) were observed. A 

raw interpretation of the system (table 14) variables is that not much conclusion can be 

drawn from factor funding distribution (B) before the rest of the observed variables are 

examined more carefully since they have significantly larger weight in the system. 

It seems to be that no matter how much resources are there, it is not effective to divide the 

resources equally, but when concentrated even for researchers of lower quality they pro-

duce better results with satisfaction. This could be a consequence of the system creating a 

tail for citations, since they occur over longer period of time. This means that even if the 

paper would be good quality, if the researcher frustrates too soon the effect of the good 

paper cannot be seen but it is taken away with the researcher. This hypothesis can be tested 

with setting the parameters immediacy and longevity (equation 26) so that citations are 

formed on one instance. If the regression model is interpreted excessively, 20% change in 

overhead changes the results as much as 100% change in equality of distribution. 
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The current results are showing evidence of too heavy resource usage for grant-review 

process (less administration provides better results). The administrative cost plays small 

role (as seen on table 4) but the time used for applying being around 20% indicates that 

indeed too much time is used for writing and reviewing the applications. There is no dis-

tinguish between these two, so further question could be which one is more time consum-

ing: is it the reviewing or too many and too complete applications researchers need to 

write.  

The other question is whether the results are credible. Clearly the debate around grant 

providing did not just came out of thin air, but the system is indeed failing on some level.  

Any kind of skewing and leading to conclusions has been tried to avoid during this thesis, 

and the results could be condensed into sentence “capitalistic system with no surveillance 

who actually deserves the resources provides highest output”. The plausibility can be ar-

gued, but I didn’t expect this result. Of course, it is common in this kind of experiments 

that phenomena’s that would lead the results into different direction are not examined so 

further research or experiments are indeed necessary.  
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9 Conclusions 

So is simulation generally a good method for this type of problem-solving? It has seen that 

system’s behavior with individual agents can be predicted. Good examples being validated 

man-made models about animal population (rabbit population growth, predator-prey mod-

els) or spreading of a virus. This kind of experiments would take decades (or too expen-

sive) to see the results in real-life so clearly social simulations can be used as a tool into 

which direction decisions should be made. The problem of social simulations is that they 

try to quantize human behavior with mathematical means, often in too simple way since 

humans and our actions are difficult to predict, at least on individual scale. However, when 

enough samples are taken the majority’s behavior can be predicted. 

The validity of the created model is debatable. The model’s purpose is to capture research 

organizations capability to produce scientific output. Beginning from the scientific output, 

by having already citation production model (Wang, Song and Barabási 2013) the system 

can imitate produced citations quite well. Also, the amount of produced papers is rather 

easy to capture, even though this is highly dependent on the examined field of research 

(chapters 5.3.6 and 5.3.7). Chapter 5.3.6 also presents the correlation between scientific 

output and research skill. 

The real challenge is to interpret the researcher’s citation and paper producing features. 

Even though the model captures the citation and paper occurrence, which personal charac-

teristics cause researcher to be successful is yet to be examined properly. The characteris-

tics are recognized, but their levels as attributes yet remain unknown (chapter 3.3.3). There 

might be also non-personal attributes which would be dependent on the environment, not 

the researcher. 

The motivational attributes, (frustration and motivation) and how they extend to research-

ers capability to produce research are rather hypothetical. Starting from frustration, the 

consequences of not received grants need to be examined more implicitly, to be more accu-

rate, how this causes. As seen in table 14, the frustration factors together causes almost 

40% effect to results. This kind of effect clearly needs to be examined more carefully since 
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this can change the results completely. Good approach would be to examine the research-

ers who do not get the funding subsequently, and have quantified information about leav-

ing the research organization.  

The literature (Link, Swann and Bozeman 2008) presents quite well the time usage for 

research, reviewing and evaluating papers, and how much there are resources spent in ad-

ministration. The challenge is to define how all these factors affect to the quality of re-

search. Now the assumption is that the time just affects to the amount of done research, 

which is rather hypothetical. It would also worth to do further research about how the actu-

al grant application writing (amount of time) and motivation helps with the quality of the 

application. Also now it is just assumed that the current grant-system fails 30% of the time, 

meaning gives resources to wrong researchers. Similar assumptions were made about how 

the current funds are actually distributed. The assumption was that around 40% gets the 

resources and the system is calibrated by using this value.  

The modeling of peer-review could be done for getting a more broad view (Paolucci and 

Grimaldo 2014), after examining more vital mechanisms, such as how the received grant 

affects to scientific productivity (Jacob and Lefgren 2011), this unimplemented model, 

when functional, could increase the trustworthiness of the results drastically. 

Moving to research organization, the measurement how long the researchers stayed in or-

ganization, on which position and what was the reason for leaving could be examined. This 

should be examined together with frustration to get the idea which is a consequence from 

frustration and what is affected by other reasons (other better positions etc.). This im-

provement, with simulation modified so that the researchers could join also to all positions 

would improve the predictability power of the model. Information about researcher popula-

tion size should be routine-kind of information for universities HR departments which they 

follow as a routine, so the data should exist. 

In reality the research is often not done by one person, but a group. Usually one researcher 

(professor) leads a handful of PhD-students and post-docs and this professor is the person 

who applies for the resources, at the end of the day. The dynamic organization does not 

present functionally real-life model, but this model is better than just static amount of seats 
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available. The amount of seats changes, but really talented researchers can work their way 

up in the organization, meaning that positions are made for them if necessary. A small 

change in researchers joining (table 14) can make a significant change in results, since the 

assumption is that researchers struggle in organization a few years even without external 

funding and causing some results during this short existence. 

Finally, it is needed to state that grant provider and the system around it needs to be evalu-

ated more carefully. The model should be at least extended to direction where different 

types of grants would be available. The current system just feeds the resources to organiza-

tion, without any judgments about the actual needs of the researchers. 

Before verification of the resource distribution policy it should be rebuilt for accurate re-

sults. The more equally the resources are distributed with as little control as possible, the 

higher are the results. One option for verification would also be do that in smaller pieces. 

These pieces could be organization behavior, productivity etc. Citation production model 

for example, has been verified quite well, but the controlling parameters for the model 

need to be clarified. However, the predictability of the simulation can drastically be im-

proved with further research. 

To examine the system more widely, new factors should also be considered. For example, 

how do we know that when moving to direction of freedom from surveillance, the behavior 

of agents would not change? When there is no surveillance, resources would be easier to 

gain no matter what kind of scientific output would be produced, so researchers would 

produce weaker science. The factor could be laziness, which grows when surveillance low-

ers. This kind of factor could play role in non-surveying end of the model.  

As mentioned before, frustration and researchers joining behavior could be investigated 

further. Since the current model focuses just on observing one organization, there could be 

multiple organizations and their researcher-swapping dynamics involved. This would also 

make it possible to observe individual researcher’s career. 

Current simulation advances in pre-defined steps of time. Actual event-based simulation 

might be more functional, where the funders, organization and researchers would run in 

their own processes and would communicate between each other within intervals. This 
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kind of application is heavy to implement compared to current method, so it might be too 

much for thesis. Technically, the agent-based simulation is clearly a good approach: Artifi-

cial intelligence can be built, and behavior controlled as the researchers now. The down-

side is that the amount of parameters is drastically larger, and grows even more if, for ex-

ample, funder would carry some kind of intelligence. 
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